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STAHR PURGES 10 VOTES AT MADRID BEND
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Our last week's laughs about
daffy folks doings brought such
a lot of smiles that we have cast
around the area to preve to you
that you don't have to climb
Mount Ararat looking for Noah's
Ark in order to find excitement;
just climb a tall tree around Fulton and you can find plenty in
the neighborhood.
In Hickman last week a local
businessman donned the shirt his
wife was mending and wore It
to v.ork a whole day before he
discovered that it twat; only halffinished. The needle and thread
were still in the patch on his
back.
In Hickman, again, a young
man phoned up to ask a gal for
a date, got her mother instead,
ssssssssssssad
found out he couldn't get his
date because his party was married: hung up mad.
In Marks, Miss., a 6-year-Old,
eager to start to school, woke up
his mother at 1:30 a.m. and asked
her to get up and start getting
him ready.

$6.20 Cwt.
$5.75 Cwt.
$4.30 Cwt.

Emergency Drive For Funds Needed To Help
Polio Victims Returned To Homes Bills
Mounting For Families With No Money -

While Fulton hunters content
themselves
with
squirrels,
coons, rabbits and other game,
Bob White and Buck Bushart
will don the role of Frank Buck
and seek big game in the wilds
of Wyoming, or maybe Alaska,
and Canada, even.
Bob and Buck left Wednesday evening for an extended
hunting trip, which will cover
the famous hunting preserves
of North America. They may
bring back tusks of elephants
and manes of lions.
(Speaking of lyings . . . reminds us of the big game hunter in Mississippi, who failing
to bring 'em back alive, or
even dead, mounted horns on a
species of tiger and called it a
monstrous
and
man-eating
mountain lion. We'll see what
Buck and Bob have to bring
back.)

Murchison
Winner After
Sensational Election Hearing
MURRAY ENROLLS
18 FROM FULTON

Murchison Lead Reduced To 44 Votes; Judge
To Permit Defendant, Plantiff To Draw
For Judgment On Monday

At four o'clock Thursday Judge Stahr rendered a deLittle Ronnie Pinion, seven-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Fulton students who are atcision to purge ten votes at Madrid Bend.
Pinion of the Jordan community has been removed from the Louistending Murray State College
On Thursday, up until noon, Judge Stahr heard at least
ville hospital and returned to his home, where with tattered bed
this fall, include: Jimmy James,
21 defendants who revealed irregularities in three other
clothes his stiffened back and ankles rest on an old wooden door
Will
Jack Moore, Joe James,
voting precincts in Fulton County. The witnesses produced
to resemble the beds in the hospital where he was treated for polio.
Taylor Lee, Jane Meacham, Leby Elmer Murchison, the defendant, substantiated counterLittle Ronnie was removed from the hospital because polio funds
Roy Brown, Burns Davis, Billy
charges made by Mr. Murchison in his petition that free,
were exhausted arrd he had to make room for the more acute cases.
Mac Bone, Patsy Workman, Otha
fair and secret elections were not held at Hickman Precinct
As he looks from his battered
Linton, Carolyn Rudd, Shirley
window, reading a torn funny- to Memphis when polio racked
No. 11, Sassafras Ridge and at the Clinton street precinct,
Maxwell, Lloyd Grymes, Miriam
book, his little eyes have lost the her little body.
also in the city oi Hickman. The News was not able to be
Grmyes, Shirley Houston, Paul
sparkle of a child his age. His
Harwood, Hugh Earle, Bobby
in attendance at the hearing on Thursday, but according to
And there are no public funds
emaciated body calls for bed- , available to assist them.
Carney.
spectators in the courtroom, witnesses for the defense rerest and hot packs, and clean livvealed similar irregutarites at the other precincts as sPeelreWith the lack of infinite care
ing with fresh green vegetables needed to bring them back to
cally reported in the following story.
Beauties
Cheerleaders,
every day, to bring him back health, both of these children
Witnesses called to the stand on Wednesday were those
to normal health. The Pinions, could easily slip back into the
Elected At Cayce High
called by the plaintiff.
who have four children, the eld- ravishes of polio, which would
In summing up his case to Judge Stahr, Flavious Martin
Cayce High School elected
est a daughter of 14, also recup- leave them crippled for life.
brilliantly told the story of Madrid Bend."These peeves live
cheerleaders Tuesday morning
erating from polio symptoms, are
Little Ronnie's mother can
in a part of the county completely Isolated Mein affir other
for the 1949-50 Basketball seanot able to buy the things that smile now, she said. Ronnie's
group of citizens. Their needs aad their welds see *Nen
son. The cheerleaders elected
he needs, nor are they able to pains are not so severe and his
Stallins, Betty
ignored under ordinary circumstances. The 'lily gray they
Wanda
are:
pay the urgent bills they incurr- fever is not so high. She wants
Mrs. Ann Whitnel, owner of Brown, Jeanette Fry, June
feel that they can get the things to which they are entitled
ed to rush him to Paducah for to go back to work at the gartreatment.
is to vote as a group.
ment factory to help pay the Whitnel's Funeral Home is plias- Wright and Sue Phipps.
Basketball practice began last
And there are no funds avail- bills. She would leave Ronnie to ed to announce that P. C. Jones,
"When they vote as they do, almost solidly, thetr Posiable here in the polio fund to the care of the neighbors, hap- a former resident, has returned week at Cayce with Coach Tom
tion is recognized in Tennessee, Kentucky and even Nilsassociated with Farley in charge
help them
souri. They have not committed any crime in stickine tohazard at best, but they must get to Fulton to be
class of Cayce
The fre-lLittle Mariann Duncann, also hold of some money to buy food. that firm as funeral director and
gether in the best tradition of the motto 'united we stand
iday night
one of four children of the Bill Their eldest daughter stayed out embalmer, a profession at which had a
divided we fall.'
In Dresden, R. W. Frick made Duncans is a Ittle more fortunwith Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wright
he is eminently qualified.
of
school
on
Thursday,
to
pick
"It was not with malice aforethought that they helped
his daily trip to the henhouse ate. Although released from the cotton, but the rain stopped that
Mr. Jones first came to Ful- as sponsors.
each other to vote. It was a means of survival to help their
and came back with a total of Memphis hpspital, with a new ,
The classes also elected their
ton at the turn of the century to
money-making.
She
attempt
at
fellowman and themselves to get the things they needed.'"
They are:
11 eggs from his nine hens. Two pair of shoes, unpaid for, she is ; should stay at home to get real be associated with the Joe Wade queens yesterday.
Madrid Bend election officials re-caned to the stand
of the nine he gathered were able to walk feebly and do her well herself.
Company, located Virginia Harris, 7th grade; Anna
Furniture
on Thursday morning by Mr. Martin revealed that election
double-yoke specimens
where now stands the Graham Harris, 8th grade; Jane Atwell,
exercises. Her pretty little face
Foundation
for
Kentucky
The
BowDown near Rives, Harry
procedure of the August 6, 1949 primaries Wad the same Mt
does not betray the agony in the Infantile Paralysis is now con- Furniture Company. He became 10th grade; Betty Buchanan,
ers' Poland China SOW burst the hearts of her parents who are
interested in the funeral direct- 1 lth grade and Wanda Stallins,
in the past many years.
polio
drive
ducting
an
emergency
litter
sides out of the pen with a
destitute and also unable to pay to get more funds to assist such ing business shortly after he 12th grade.
of ge pigs. Thirteen are still liv- the bills they made to take her
came and worked closely with
cases as the one above. According
A crisp September day, with just enough indication of Falf
ing and healthy.
According Ed Heywood, Sr. who at that
above.
cases
as
the
ones
put a zest of fighting spirit in the participants, marked the o
community
this
conducted
funerals
in
In the New Home
time
to Mrs. Grace Cavender, Fulton
cf the trial at Hickman on Wednesday of Jiarry 'White, un
around Martin, Bert Milner and
area. For more than.fort/ years
County health nurse, self-addressful candidate in the Tax Commissioner's race, who is att
studtedt the fine
now
he
has
several others were examining
postage
paid
ed enve!opes and
te prove irregularities in the voting procedure at Madrid
points of his profession and nom
an unusually-high stack of hay
will be distributed this week for
Kentucky Behd, or just "
- Thei Bend" Ir'-voting precinct of
is licensed as a funeral dire.ctor
when suddenly it eased over on
the
sent
in
to
contributions
to
be
The Fulton High School class County.
in Kentucicy, Tennessee and
them and covered them up .
State
Foundation.
officers for the year 1949-50,
Florida.
and for all we know that might
The Fulton High School BullThe follcs "in the bend," that there and Mr. White 227.
Unless something is done here,
fol- portion of
be the same stack of hay that dogs will open their 1949 foot- unless money is raised to help
Mr. Jones has.been away from elected Wednesday, are as
Fulton County, that White a veteran of World
Mrs. -W. J. Jeter of Dresden ball season Friday night here at these indigent cases, polio may the city for nearly 24 years, bat lows:
belongs to Kentucky by the grace II was defeated in the election br
Good- of God
President,
Ted
Seniors:
found in her front yard a few Memorial Stadium in a game strike again.
having
been
in
the
area,
has been
and the course of the 54 votes. Inadequate facilities!~
win, vice-president, Billy Mott
days previous, unceremoniously with the Dresden High Sc
your associated with Winitead-lifur- Jones; Secretary and Treasurer, river, turned out almost en given as the reason for moving
Open your heart and
dumped there by a truck that Lions.
Martin
for
mass..
Funeral
Home
in
to
„
phy
hear the proceedings in the voting precinct.
purse to help little Mariann and
Janice Wheeler; Business Manran wild.
Game time is 7:45 p.m. `a'
Following 1Vrr. White on the
little the past 2 years. He is one of the ager, James Hibbs; Public Re- the trial that has been the topic
other
all
the
Ronnie
and
acarried
While Earl Tibbs
of conversation in that little stand was Sheriff A. G. Wynn
Friday's game with the Lions children who need your help.
oldest funeral director licensees
lations Officers, Anne Latta and kingdom by the river
round a cold gun the other niorn- marks the first time the two
posaibly
and
Kentucky
West
who
in
since
Harry
testified thet the delivered
They can't help themselves, you.
Atkins; Cheerleaders. Cis- 1 White filed a petition in
She sip- football teams have played adug on a eossiseel hunt
the oldest in the State. lErmy a Jerry
the Cir- election supplies to the Madrid
know.
Speight.
Nell
and
he
Murphy
Hickman,
sy
per bottoms near
1946,
cuit court charging that voting Bend precinct, but did not desgainst each other since
funeral director in this area has
Juniors: President, Wendel there was conducted
returned to his auto to dtscover when the Bulldogs growled out
trained under the scientific teach.
without ben- liver a voting booth. Next to felBar- efit of law
President,
Norman;
Vice
that it was several degrees a mightly 80-0 score against their
or privacy, or readin' low was C. N. Holland, County
ing of Mr. Jones.
and
Secretary
Rogers;
bara
warmer. When he opened the hapless opponents.
and writing' in some instances. Court Clerk who said that he dee
He is married to the former
Johnson; Mr.
Kathrine
door the into born into flames
White received not a single livered the ballot boxes to the
The 1949 season schedule:
Maude Ethel Doughty, formerly Treasurer,
Nall,
Tommy
Manager,
Business
and was destroyed.
(here)
vote at Madrid Bend. His op- precinct. A request by Attorney
Sept 16, Dresden
of Water Valley. The couple are
Officers,
Betty
Relations
Public
(there)
401
ponent
Sept. 23, Greenfield
Elmer Murchison receiv- Warren to produce the actual
domiciled in an apartment at
Buckingham and Billy McColliun,
Sept. 30, Marion, (here).
ballots cast at that precinct was
Several changes have taken
The committee in charge of Fourth street and invite their Cheerleader, Betty Jean Gordon. ed 66.
in
(there)
them.
Smarting
office
Murray
visit
News
Oct.
7,
to
with indignation at objected to by Attorney Martha
place around the
this year's successful revival of many friends
Sophomores: President, Jack the idea that their long
(there)
weeks:
Sharon
of
Oct.
14,
and
couple
standing
sustained by Judge Stalin
the past
the Fulton Fair has publicly exVoeglie, Vice President, To Ann practice of voting solidly
Oct. 21. Tiptonville (here)
Testifying on the first day se
Marian Maxfield, our effecient
togethpressed the thanks of the two
Ensemble
Latta; Secretary and Treasurer, er should be challenged, the
City
Union
(Homecoming.)
the
trial,
assistant, who joined us back in
Their
organizations.
votnearly twenty witnesssponsoring
Jessie M. Harding; Business Man- ing contingent of The Bend
Oct. 28 Trigg Co. (there)
July 1947. resigned to accept emleft es brought forth testimony that
statement follows:
October
4
Be
Here
To
Public
Hancock;
Louise
ager,
the fields of cotton for a day and no voting booth was provided far
Nov. 4 Huntingdon (here)
ployment in Chicago. Marian also
"We wish to take this means
among Relations Officers, Jane White "came to court."
anticipated
Eagerly
the voters at Madrid Bend, that
Nov. 11 Providence (here)
•
held down the job as Secretary
of thanking every one in Fulton,
Cheerleader,
Wiseman;
Hal
and
They came etarched in the four persons residing in TennesNov. 18 Newbern (there).
of the Chamber of Commerce.
Hickman, Obion and Weakley music lovers is the appearance Patsy Merryman.
cottons they toil te grow and see at the time of the electing
June Coplen, 1949 FHS graducounties for their support in here of the Union City String
Freshman: President, Donna
ate, has taken Marian's place,
making the West Kentucky- Ensemble, composed of members Gail Gerling; Vice-President, prepared to tell the judge what voted at the voting precinct ha
they knew about the voting pro- Kentucky, that Charles Lovt as
from Fulton, Hickman and Unand will also handle Chamber of
Tennessee fair a success.
Tommy Phillips; Secretary and
Commerce work. June started a
"The two organizations, the ion City. The group will be Treasurer, Dawson Huddleston; cedure at Madrid Bend in the resident of Madrid Bend assistWoman's
the
August primaries this year. TheY ed voters in casting ballots, Omit
the heard in concert at
couple of weeks ago.
and
Legion
American
Business Manager, Jimmy Whit- were all prepared
for "their at least two persons, unable SI
Jo Hall, also FHS 1949, has
Y.M.B.C. of Fulton, who under- Club, October 4 at eight p. m.
Relltions Officers, day,"
Public
nel;
from
ensemble
the
Members
of
witnesses and spectators a- read and write, were assisted ill
started this week and will handle
took the responsibility of sponHazel Bondurant like.
Argo
and
West
Paul
of
the
meeting
The
first
SundDavid
Mrs.
city
are:
this
casting their ballots by election
worthwhile project,
for struggle through as well as
and Cheerleader, Virginia ForP.-T.A. for the current soring this
A current of disappointment, officers, that voting waS dens
any of us could) our big sub- Fulton
success of the wick. Miss Louise Hancock, Miss
scheduled for realize that the
rest.
year
is
school
Tommie
Satterfield
and
anger
Roma
and
be
givwill
also
animosity
scription list. Jo
spread on school desks about the onodue to the fact that evTuesday, September 27, at 3 p.m. Fair was
through the room as Presiding room school-house in view of
community and in Phillips.
en various other duties.
this
in
eryone
in the Carr Institute auditorium.
Mrs. H. C. Holloway of Mem- Judge Elvis Stahr sustained the other voters, that at times
For tickets call Mrs. J. N.
counties helped in some
darFollowing the business session these
phis is the gurtst of her son, motion of Mr. White's attorney, ing the voting hours, election
Strong at phone 1184.
•
ofway.
to
planned
is
an informal tea
and family on James Warren, that a rule of ficers were not on duty,
Holloway
Mrs. Ward Bushart
David
year
next
that
and that
"We know now
welcome all new teachers and
street.
Second
segregation
be
SHOW
invoked
intimidation
ENTER
MEMPHIS
in
better
was
order
and
bigger
exerted
en
you will have a
Asks Sewer Laws
new parent members. Mothers of
to prohibit witnesses from hear- Raymond McRay an illerate 24Among entries in the 1949
grade and fair.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Oaks ing each other's testimony. In
The Fulton County Citizens children in the first
say thanks AllAmerican Junior Jersey Exto
wish
"Again,
a,ve
Fulton are
(Continue on page seven)
Health Committee of which Mrs. any new comers to
to everyone."—West Kentucky- position at Memphis, are those of and children have arrived in spite of the objections of Flay•Sarah Bushart is chairman, met especially invited.
George Ely Burnette, and H. C. Fulton to begin their duties as ious Martin, attorney for the
Tennessee Fair Association,
be
will
drive
membership
A
with the Hickman City Council
SMITH ATKINS, President. Sams of Fulton, and Stanley pastor of the Nazerene Church defendant, and the advice of
WANTED: FIFTY
time
which
at
October,
in
held
College.
Judge
Stahr that a good many
and are at home at 509
at its last meeting and asked
FOAD A. HOMRA, Secretary Couch of Eagle Station, Ky.
COWS AND CALVES
members will actively sopeople would be ciiscomode ,
that the Hickman City Sewer new
necessary
it
is
However,
licited.
witnesses
were
H.
D.
Stanfield of Fulton who
ordered by Judge
Ordinance, which requires all
mentber. whether new
Stahr to leave the courtroom and ran the following classified
residences and business places be for each
year
each
enrolled
be
to
old,
or
be
segegated
in
ad
in
east week's NEWS, reunheated, crowdconnected to the city sanitary
and, with this in mind, the memed rooms about the courthouse. ports that he received *royal
sewer system, be enforced
chairman and officers
The Citizens of Hickman are bership
Following the tremendous interest shown in Invocation of the segregation FIFTY calls on it and was atilt
for a good turnout at
very grateful to the committee are hoping
midget auto races held here a week ago Sun- rule brought down the curtain on FOR SALE: Cow and calf.
the
the
meeting. Plans for
the biggest show on earth for
for taking this as their first proj- this first
at the Fairgrounds, the West Ky.-Tenn. Fair participating witnesses.
imday
Phone 922 or 923.
and
announced
will be
ect and work is already under year
discussbe
will
appearance
of
portant business
management has booked a return
First witness to take the stand
way in some sections of the city
getting calls yesterday. He sat
ed. Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr.,
the atraction for this coming Sunday, same time, was Harry White, plantiff in only sold the cow and calf the
in making sewer connections.
program chairman, is arranging
the suit charging irreguiarites at next day
same
place.
after the ad appearing,
an unusually interesting series of
the Bend. Neatly dressed in a but also
turned up the fact thsid
A WEEKLY LETTER
programs.
recOrd crowd of over three thousand thronged dark blue suit, and frivolous tie, there are fifty more buyers
A
FROM HOME!
Officers serving the organizathe track to watch the tiny racers whip around Mr. White denied, on being ques- looking for cows and calves.
Ernest
Give your student children tion this year are: Mrs.
the oval in some thrilling races, and the attrac- tioned by Mr. Martin, making the
If YOU have animals to sen,
president; Mrs. Hena newsy, regular weekly "let- Fall, Jr.,
tion this Sunday is expected to outdo previous at- statement that he would contest advertise them in the classiMrs.
vice-president;
Wright,
don
the
election
if he did not carry
ter from home" while they are
tendance, stated Secretary Foad Homra. The affair
fied column of the News next
Mrs. Don
the County Barn precinct. The
away at school. Send them the Gilsbn Latta, secretary;
week. Your advertisement
has been well adVertised throughout a 50-mile
chairCommittee
treasurer.
Hill,
day
before
the
election the Coun- be read by some eight thousNEWS as soon as they have earadius surrounding yulton.
Huddlestan,
Arch
Mrs.
are:
men
ty
Barn
precinct
was
moved from end people in the Fulton trade
tablished their address.
Jr., program; Mrs. Aaron Butts,
Sunday's races begin at two o'clock and feature that location to the Farmer's area.
We will mail the NEWS publicity; Mrs. William McDade,
Implement
Company,
at which
25 of the Midwest's best drivers in six different
each week to any point in the membership; Mrs. Paul Boyd,
Mr. Murchison is an employee.
A News classified ud is inexrace.
25-lap
raves.
Top
attraction
will
be
a
M.
W.
United States, for the 9- hospitality; and Mrs.
Mr. Murchison received 130 votes pensive, too!
month school year, for S1.80
Blackstone, magazine.
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Clean Elections, Maybe
While a trial progresses in Hickman, wherein two citizens are charging and counter
charging irregularities in the recent county
elections. it is good news to read that a statewide citizens group is organizing to seek improvements in election practices over the
State.
Although it has been our privilege to vote
in only one full scale election in this State
-we feel qualified to say that the formation oi
this committee is long past due.
The organization session is being called
by J. E. Reeves of Lexington and Cassius M.
Clay of Paris who are seeking to encourage
the formation of active units in every county
in the State. An invitation to persons in this
county would be gratefully acknowledged,
we feel sure. if the many complaints received by this newspaper as to the election
procedures in this county are any barometer.
Whatever the decision of the court in
the suit brought by Harry White against
Elmer Murchison because of voting at Madrid
Bend, one thing is certain. where there is
smoke there must be fire. Mr. Murchison on
the other hand counter-charges irregularities
at other precincts in the cotuity, all of whicb
smell to high heaven.
Here in Fulton we know of several instances where electioneering was permitted
beyond the limit required by law; where
there was no separation in the voting booths
to give one voter a little privacy over the
other; where the names of candidates where
vnitten in two-foot letters about the voting
premises.
And speaking of things in high heaven
may we make a small recorronendation to the
mittee investigating election procedures;
aeluly appointed election commissioners

tivities of some of their own contigent, before gong into the home of the President to
fumigate his official family.
What's the difference in Gerrral Vaughn

••

Charity, friends, begins at home.
—o---

Place Of Death: Fulton
Place of death, Fulton, Ky., at dangerous
curve approaching city. That is the story
that has been relayed to Naval authorities
in the death of Kennett Rayburn, whose life
was snuffed out when a car driven at high
speed failed to make the treacherous curve
near Riceville.
This isn't the first ti.rne that this news has
been written. It probably won't be the last
if highway authorities continue to ignore the
grave necessity for warning signals at that
intersecton.
Other occupants of the car v.-ere seriously, va-iunded, miraculously escaping death,
with lasting injuries as a constant reminder
of the negligence of highway authorities.
Mind you we are not condoning the high
rate of speed at which the driver of
car
stupidly proceeded. Yet if there are demons
who persist in sitting at the steering wheel
of vehicles, the least a tolerant public can
do is to warn them of impending dangers.
Mr. Keck, may we ask your assistance in
eliminating further deaths and tragic accidents at - Fulton by erecting proper warning
signals at the intersection at Riceville?

Men With A Purpose
Congratulations to the City Council Committee On Natural Gas for proceeding syste.matically in the investigation for possible
connection with the natural gas pipeline that
skirts the city. Natural gas availability for
local consumers is definitely a step in the
right direction. Although the city is being
furnished with other types of heating and
cooking facilities, all satisfactory, natural gas
is the little added touch needed to "put on
paper" the selling potentialities of
to future industries.

the city

With the warm breath of natural gas almost within smelling distance, if the forwardlooking City Council does nothing but say;
"we seen out duty and we done it" the results are certainly worth the effort.

Fire Prevention Week
During the next twenty-four hours, the
chances are that fire will take 30. lives—
and destroy' 82.000,000 worth of property. And
that will happen during every ensuing day

Harry White can tell you plainly what
we mean.

and night, if fire waste continues at
present rate.

the

That is why public officials and civic

Charity At Home Department

groups in some 10.000 communities are now

The press of the Nation is having a field
day lambasting the activities of Major-General Harry Vaughn. White House hand-shaaer
and aide to the President. Out in the open
many of the activities of the robust General
look mighty shabby indeed. especially his

organizing in preparation for the 1949 Fire

But we wonder if correspondents covering the Senate Investigating Committee
dealing with Vaughn's activities are not doing
so with tongue-in-cheek. since any Washington reporter kn9ws full well that what the
General has done is being done right this
minute as routine business in the office of
nearly every Congressman and Senator "on
the Hill."
•

Of course the dignity of the White House
and the friendship of the President are things
not to be bandied around every cocktail party
and agency in the Government. but frankly
the investigation seems much ado about nothing. as far as things out of the ordinary are
concerned.

During the war. when juic.y Government
contracts flowed like the .champagne at a
Perle Mesta party. industry big-wigs
didn't
always bother to give such big things as
freezers or 5 percent in return for
contracts.
Little folks. with little vision, but with
important allocation authority in their
hands,
have been known to give million dollar
contracts in return for a dinner at the
Carlton
and a two-ounce bottle of perfume.
That's
the female side.
On the male side, many a suit of clothes
has gotten hundreds of thousands of
dollars
in v:ar equipment contracts.
Now its five per cent of the
contract.
Things are tough everywhere.
It would seem to us that the
august
members of the United States Congress
and
Senate would render the country a
valuable
service if they investigated the
routine ac-

"You'll like this washer—I just put in my cfirty clothes
and an hour later they're ready for my
husband to iron!"

From The Files:

Twaoti+1 Bach Tile Clach
Sunday for Murray to attend colSeptember 20 1929:
lege for the coming year.
Ten thousand persons tom
Mrs. T. C. Wilson of the Blair
Fulton and vicinity attended the
community near Water Valley
grand opening of the new Swift
has received word that her moth& Company plant in Fulton last
er, Mrs. Collins has passed away
Wednesday. Among the visitors
in California. The body will be
were Chicago officials of Swift
& Company and of the I.C.R.R. returned here for burial.
Mrs. Truman Scott left Friday
Thousands of visitors also attended the opening of the new
for Rockford, Ill., after a stay of
a few months with her sister.
addition to the Browder Milling
Company, on the same day.
Mrs. A. E. Gwynn, in the New
Mr. and Mrs. George Rucker
Hope community on Route Four.
announce the marriage of their
U. S. Highway 51 will be harddaughter, Virginia, to Mr. Paul surfaced from Fulton to Wickliffe
Workman on September 15th, in
next year, according to word rePaducah.
ceived here this week.
Miss Helen Ridgeway of St.
Mrs. L. R. Irby, 86, mother of
Louis. who has been visiting her
Thomas Irby of Fulton, died in
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. P.P.
Whiteville, Tenn., after a long
Ridgeway on Route 5, returned
illness. She was the daughter of
home Monday.
Rev. Thomas Neely of HardeMr. and Mrs. Jim Bard were
man County, a veteran MethodSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ist circuit rider prior to the Civil
Eugene Bondurant and children, War and the wife of Lt. L. R.
in the Willingham Bridge comIrby of Forrest's regiment. She
munity.
had often visited her son in FulAmong employees attending
ton.
the I.C. banquet in Dyersburg
last week were the following
Relatives and children of Mr.
from Fulton: T. D. Clark, superand airs. Dick Bransford, two
visinug agent: R. M. Alford, sumiles west of Cayce. gathered topervisor of traffic: O. H. McFargether Sunday for the largest
land, traveling engineer and W.P. get-together in y-ears. The attenMcAclamF, chief accountant.
dance totaled 154. and was in
Mr. H. F. Burkheimer and Mrs. _ honor of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
'Mary Elizabeth Todd of Fulton
Bransford of Los Angeles, who
were united in marriage on Aug-,- are v_isiting their parents.
ust 29th at the home.o.f_Esq. S. A.
Clarence Harold Buther, 3,
McDade.
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Butler
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Murphey' of Jackson, formerly of Fulton.
and son of Akron, are visiting
was killed in an automobile acMrs. Mattie Murphey and farnily
cident while the family vats drivat Dukedom.
ing to the Jackson Fair with FulJames Martin and Clevia Bard
ton friends. Several others were
of the McFadden comrnunity left
seriously injured.

Prevention Week observance, which will take
place from October 9 to 15.
Fire Prevention Week has been an annual event since 1920, when President Wilson issued the first Presidential proclamation authcrizing it. It has only one purpose-to show us the simple precautions that will
prevent most fires. To achieve that goal,
thousands of experts contribute freely of
their knowledge, time and energy. Nothing is
left undone that might serve the cause.
Practically every American, iwoless he be a
hermit in the' hills, has the'. chance to gain
knowledge that may save hair life, his-home,
his job.
However. this fine work is of small value
without public cooperation. The experts are
ready to teach us. but they cannot make us
..learn unless we wish to, They are offering
an opportunity—and it is up to us to take it.
The point is plain and simple. Listen,
read, and learn during the week—and put into constant practice v.-hat you learn. If we
do that, fire's horrible and unnecessary harvest of death and destruction will be sharply
reduced.
—o--The conscious utterance of thought, by
speech or action. to any end. is Art.—Emersion.
--o—
We must form perfect models in thought
and look at them continually% or we shall
never carve them out in grand and noble
lives.—Mary Baker Eddy.
The beautiful is the most useful in art;
but the sabline is the most helpful to morals,
for it elevates the mind.—Jougert.
—o—
The highest problem of every art is, by
means of appearances. to produce the illusion
of a loftier reality.—Goethe.

DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
NEWS, DIRECTOR
.
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and vote-counting. This business of cultivating the DT's over a week-end and into the
next week to find out the v.-inners, is ridiculous.

friendship with John Niaragon. the Kansas
City ex-boot black.

OBEILIN't"

by Mchatters

getting a "free ride" for one person and the
chairman of a Senate committee getting free
rides for ten persons for an alleged official
junket.

lin from making the election a week long
. In other States, and perhaps -St other
ies. election DAY is a time for voting

•

'STRICTLY BUSINESS

This is volume one, number one thing you'll read considerone of a new feature which we able about in coming
weeks.
hope you'll be able to read reg- Now, frankly, politics bores me.
ularly `-in The Fulton County It is dull—it is apt to be dishonNews. And since this is the first est. It can be degrading. Oceffort, perhaps it would not be castonally, some unusually filamiss to tell you regular sub- thy politics deal is absolutely
scribers to The Fulton News sick-at-the-stomach making.
But it is politicians whom we
what's in store in future weeks.
This is a column of opinion antl must elect to public office, and
opinion,
so
it's politicians with whom we
comment. It is one man's
and I'm just as likely to be must deal. Actually, of course,
wrong as anyone else. Many of poltics is a combination art and
you in coming weeks undoubted- science, and in itself is just anly will disagree with me. I hope other way of earning a living. It
you'll on occasion, disagree so is the prostituting of politics, and
violently that you may even .we mean that in the literal sense,
which makes for such sorry sitwrite letter to the editor.
We're not going to start out uations.
So, because our public affairs
trying deliberately to make anyone mad. But it's generally held have. fallen into the hands of
that in our nation everyone is tnen who, in thousands of cases,
entitled to his opinion on almost should be serving time instead of
anything. This, for example, is a the public, we'll take up politics.
We're interested in health and
public notion with which this
welfare. Right now, the nation as
writer has little truck.
I most emphatically do not be- a whole is coming to the end of
lieve that everyone is entitled to 5 campaign to raise money for inhis own opinion. Rather, very fantile paralysis. You've been
few people are entitled to ex- hearing about it for more than a
press the opinions that they hold. week. You should, by this time,
For the sorry Truth is that many have sent your contribution.
of us prattle on about matters There are a number of public
on which we know nothing. In- health matters,- and general welstead, we have same preconceiv- fare topics, which will demand
ed notions which are bolstered by attention in coming weeks.
And, occasionally, just for the
a few well-chosen prejudices.
sake of variety, there may be a
In coming columns, we'll try column on sports. On books or
not to get caught in that position. plays. Or on fishing. Maybe the
It may be that necessity will editor of The News will occascompel] us to expound on the ionally -take issue with me. He
atomic bomb. But it's highly un- may not like some things I say
the
way
I
say
likely. And if that occasion aris- or
es, you may firmly and accurate- them It's his paper—When that
ly say, "The guy doesn't know happens, I hope he'll rake me over the coals and recite a different
what he's talking about!"
Rather, the aim of this column set of facts. That's the way of
will be to take up and mull ov- democracy. That's what is meant
er items of general interest in by the expression, "Give the PeoKentuckiana—in the Common- ple the light and they'll find
wealth of Kentucky and the their own way." The American
southern portion of Indiana. One people, not the most literate and
reason for this is the columnist best informed in the world, no
is no believer in narrow, region- matter what you may have been
al prejudice. There are things told, still are fairly well educatwhich happen in Indiana which ed and fairly well informed. We
have a solid, telling effect on hope that readers of this colour own state. And, a good many umn and this newspaper will be
things which happen here are a little better informed than
of interest to folks in Hoosier- most. After all, that's the purpose of reading.
land. Our politics, for example, is
And, now tnat we knov.• each
very much alike. and politics is other—See you next week!

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME 1
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contra.ct Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Barb] Asrociation, Las.

Ewing Galloway:

Keniiiclut Ca Ike Maitch
Three million dollars to spend
on a municipal project is a nice
bowl of sugar in anybody's town.
Having this fact in mind, Henderson set up a power commission
of three when it set out to build
a power and light plant to cost
that much mazuma.
It is a watchdog job for the
three representatives of the public. They will watch every detail,
-not only to keep petty politics
out of all transactions but to
block blunders in planning, which
may be necessary- as the construction work goes on.
Which first-rate plan in Henderson leads readily to your
weekly correspondent's suggestion that the state of Kentucky
should have a new organization
which might be called a taxpayers' league. There could be a
state league to sit up nights
helping the legislature and the
governor handle the people's
money to the best advantage, and
each county and city could have
the same kind of a set-up. The
purpose would not always be tax
reduction. Its main job would be
to prevent waste—waste of the
people's money ranging all the
way from payroll padding to
graft in contracts.
In one west Kentucky town
public officials have been known
to put a couple of dozen extra
men on the cernetery staff shortly before election day. This sort
of thing is a familiar method pf
buying votes with the taxpayers'
money.
Taxpayers in counties and municipalities could pick intelligent
men. each representing an element in business—men and N,NOMen. I should say. Whenever experts were needed to help inspect
construction work spr scratinize

contracts, they could be called in
at little or no expense at all.
Funds for the maintenance of
state and local taxpayers leagues
would be raised among the members. It wouldn't take much money. In communities there would
be few times when money would
be needed. No offices with permanent hired help. Public-spirited men and women would serve
gratis. Monthly meetings for open discussions could be held in
courthouses or city halls. or
school gyms. A state organization would have to maintain
public offices with a staff of
retitine workers serving an executive secretary'. That set-up
should be in Frankfort or Louisville, of course.

Friendly Service
STANDARD OLL products
AT'LAS tires
Greasing — Washing

C

Let us clean your radiator witk
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA
Dukedom

highway

iou Arc Cordially lmited

Phone 111

To Visit

This idea is not new. It is
floating around in the minds of
hundreds of Kentuckians who
probably haven't tried to put it
into words since the late lamented Tax Economy League folded
up after one notable defeat in the
legislature, which. over night. repealed a law it had just enacted
to eliminate the evil fee system
in county governments.

"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

If anybody has a better suggestion than mine for eliminating
politics,
waste, reducing dirty
raising the moral tone of government in Kentucky, I'll be delighted to tell about it in this space.

JAMES LONG

ENTERS SCHOOL
Wilma Sue Brasfield has resigned her position as dental assistant to Doctors J. L. Jones. Jr.
and Sr.. of Fulton and left Wednesday to enter Murray State
College where she will major in
Medical Technology.

HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
HAPPY HOGAN

WRAY WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

?atronize our Advertisers!
•
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Write Patricia Latane to Solve Your Problems
DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
NEWS, DIRECTOR
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Dear Patricia;
I am a girl 18 years old and in
love with a married man. He
said that as soon as the new addition to their family arrives
that he will tell his wife about
he and I. What do you think about it. Do you think he loves
he as I love him.
H.J.
Dear H. J.
No this man is not in love
with you, and never will be. He
is in love with his wife and the
sooner you quit him the better
off you will be. As for some one
to go out with and have a few
drinks, you are okay, but for
someone to go out with in public
no he wouldn't think of any such
thing. My dear young girl, please
come to your senses and stop seeing this man at once.
Dear Miss Latane;
I say Miss, I do not know if
that is correct or not, but really that doesn't matter as long as
you will answer my question.
The boy I go with, would he take
money out of my purse.
J.W.
Dear J. W.
I hate to tell you, but this boY
is not taking money out of your
purse. I think if you will take
notice you will catch your mother getting this money. She wants
„you to think this boy is getting
:!'"it as she doesn't like him, and
she would do most anything to
break you up.
Dear Patricia Latane:
I think you are a man and I
v..ant to know why you won't tell
me what your real name is. I
wont tell anyone. I just want to
come and talk to you.
H.A.
Dear H. A.
I don't thinkyou know that a am
a man. The reason I don't tell
my real name is because that is
my real name and the reason I
don't tell you where I live is you

picture
(lour rooms
PAPPIIED WITH
THESE PATTERNS

would be worrying me to death, you is stay on with your husboth day and nite, and that
band and forget this boy in the
would disturb my sleep. Hope
Navy, for you are expecting an
this is reason enough.
addition to your family and all
Dear Miss Latane:
children need both of their parI am 18 years old and am mar- ents. So try as hard to make a go
ried but I am not in love with of your marriage as you are trymy husband. I just married him ing to break it up and I think you
to get away from home. I am in will find that you can do so.
love with a boy in the Navy and
have been for several years.
What would you do if you were
me.
N.A.W.
Dear N.A.W.
I can say you are a very foolish girl, and if I were your parents I would tell you to do the
best you could; that you shouldn't marry unless you are in love,
as its hard to make a go of it
when you're in love much less
when you aren't. My advise to

PERSONALS
Bobby Dalton left last week
for Starkville, Miss., where he enrolled at Mississippi State.
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Williams and
little daughter left Thursday for
Brinkley, Ark., to make their
home.
Dr. R. V. Putnam and Paul
Boyd left Sunday for a trip to
Hot Springs, Ark.
Bartle Osgood of Louisville
spent the weekend with his
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mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood ter spending
several weeks with
and other relatives.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Mr. and Mrs. James Wheelis, Huddleston on Eddings street.
formerly of this city, but now of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Henderson
Memphis have returned to their have returned after spending
home after a delightful vacation two weeks with relatives ancr
spent in Detroit. Enroute home friends in Birmingham.
they spent a short time here
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady have
with his mother Mrs. Lillie
Wheelis at her home on West moved from Hickman to Fulton I
and are living at 108 West street. I
street.
Miss Mary Lee Haws has reGeorge Huddleston has return- turned from Columbus, Ga.,
ed to New Brunswick, N. J., af- where she was an attendant in

"Don't cash checks for strangers!"
That was a warning voiced to
Kentucky merchants today by
Commissioner of State Police
Guthrie F. Crowe. Coming as a
warning to merchants who have
suffered loss by cashing forged
or fraudulent checks, Crowe outlines some rules that should be
followed in cashing checks.
"Ask a person to write his
name on a piece of paper, have
him show you credentials bear- .
ing his signature, then compare
the two signatures. If the signatures do not compare, don't cash
the check.
"Millions of dollars are lost
each year in the United States
through the operations of cold
check artists. Not all checks are
genuine. Watch out for cold
checks,!" he warned.

NEW in MUDD%
NEW in design

the newest in coats and suits for fall
tailored Ly

Here ... at the store you
look to for the most in
fashion, the most in
quality, the most for your
dollar ... come discover
these new fashion-wise,
value-wise Parfay coats
and suits! You'll be
amazed to find pure, virgin
wool fabrics, custom-like
fit and superb tailoring in
coats and suits that sell for
such down-to-earth
prices. Don't wait!
Come in tomorrow!

Jim and Joe James left this
week for Murray to enter Murray State College.
The conscious utterance
of
thought, by speech or action, to
any end, is Art—Ernerson.
The highest problem of every
art is, by means of apperance, to
produce the illusion of a loftier
reality.—Goethe.
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IT'S

Fulton, Ky.

OffilOWER'

Day or Night

BECAUSE ...
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I Amodados. Imo.

IT'S AGED
THAT

ervice

IARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
:Mg — Washing

.an your radii/tor with
amazing process.

THEY'RE

EXTRA MONTH

Look pretty, please!
in this crisp, aisured
young suit that buttons high, that makes
much of long, slim
lines. The colors? New
fall foliage shades.
Sizes 8 to 18 in 100%
virgin wool gabardine
$35.00

Completely right for this
season . . so beautiful
tailored you'll wear it for
many seasons to come.
this jaunty coat with its
dashing air, more than its
share of distinctive good
looks! You'll warm to the
fabric-100% virgin wool
fleece, and to its warm fall
colors. Size 8 to 18__$35.00

Give winter a warm welcome! Greet him in this
beautifully tailored coat
that will keep you snug ..
that will keep steady company with everything you
own. The fabric is 100%
virgin wool broadcloth,
warmly interlined. Junior
Sizes 7 to 15
$35.00

fair-priced
guaranteed
•
.•

-0 p

ICASNOW'S brings you exciting fashion news this Fall
they're introducing smart new ...
PARFAY COATS and SUITS

AN SERV STA
highway

Gene Webb of Bluford, Ill., has
arrived in Fulton to attend school
and will live at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. T. A. Satterfield ast
of town.

NEW in value

Merchants Warned
About Bum Checks

;AL HOME

the wedding of Miss Ann Jefferson, a sorority sister at Florida
Southern College last year.
Mr.
Mrs. Jerry Jones, Susan, arul Rebecca have returned
to their home in Lexington. MrJones will resume his Studies at
the University of Kentucky.

Phone

ed To Visit

NOT NITTIU
NOT SWEET1
JUST IUGHT1

•

STORE

PARFAY SUITS are fashion-right .. they feature Fall's new Jong lines, slim skirts and important
details. PARFAY COATS are distinctively tailored . .. their fit and finish is both smart and expensivelooking. But here's a pleasant surprise for you . . .KASNOW'S brings you these quality suits and
coats tailored by PARFAY at just $35.00! Thats rig ht! Just $35.00! You'll be amazed to see wonderful
virgin wool fabrics • . rich new Fall colors . .. up-to-the-minute styling and custom-like quality in
coats and suits that fit so smoothly into your budget. Don't wait . . . stop in at KASNOW'S . . the
store you look to for the most in fashion and values . . and see these new fashion-right, value-wise
PARFAY SUITS AND COATS for Fall! Remember, PARFAY means coats and suits tailored to perfection!

d Most Modern"

— CORDIALS
CCHES
WRAY WARD

Street
?welry Store

Che NEWS!

ALL-SPAM'
51TV/14
1
6

,1,,,edes* Cdfaitaut 73ermor
Sterling Brewers, Inci
Evonsvills,Indlano

KASNOWS DEPARTMENT STORE
448 LAKE STREET

PHONE 835
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PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING

AUSTIN & AUSTIN, CAYCE. KY.

the arorklY
most WINGpew
It's just an ordinary five-for-a-nickel penny. But
it's a workzng penny! Give it a chance to roll up
its sleeves, and it will turn out as much work
as a gang of men shouldering 1,788 pounds
among them and carrying the load one mile.
You say men can't be hired for such work at such
wages? You're correct! Yet 1,788 pounds is the
twerage amount of freight the Illinois Central
hauled one mile for 1 cent last year. The total
hauled was 72 million tons.
For doing this job the Illinois Central paid its
workers twice what they received twenty years
ago-although its avelage freight rate- increased
only 17 per ceiii
What's the answer? Hard isorking mone $700,000,000 worth of it invested in 1000MOtiVCS,
cars, rails, signals and other property-every
penny of it helping Illinois Central workers
produce more and earn more.
With this combination of worlung men and
working money, the Illinois Central is determined to earn the continued friendship and
patronage of those it serves.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RIILROAD
MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA

Roun

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1165

7a/1/aka/Ake

You Coni
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CITY ELECTRIC

FOR THIS GENUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Notice To Hunters
A number of Cooperative members have reported hunters
shooting hirds on our lines. This is a violation of the Federal
Game Commission and anyone reported and convicted will be
prosecuted. Please regard the Cooperative as a part of your
community's welfare. This will cause trouble as soon as cold
weather starts if not immediately.

Our Doughnuts Are
Holesome Favorites
.

. . And

eating!

Hickman-Fulton Counties
Rural Electric Co-op. Corp.
HAROLD EVERETT, Manager

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!

all-around

good

Serve Underwood

doughnuts

or

with eider

warm for breakfast.

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
207 Commercial
Phone 126

Fulton

Again-Hotpoint sets the pace
with tho greatest range value
on the market. It's• brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
-full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home- Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

• Fast-starting CalrodT Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler!

• Oven Rack Guide A Broiler Measure,

Those big savings
you've wanted are
HERE! Come in nowsee Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and Homo-

• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish!

Laundry Appliances;

• 1-piisos body, oll-stosi construction!
• Doopwsli Cooker•Cooking Chartl

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

ptember 16, 1949
L MEET TUESDAY
ictory Homemakers Club
et Tuesday September 20
ock with Mrs. Jim Dawes.
esson on Style Trends
s to be very interesting.
mbers are urged to be
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GROVVTH OF POLIO CARE TEAM
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oved from Fulton to GolIll., to make their home.
nes was manager of the
stern district office loere.

OPTHOPEDIST
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ft-1E1MM(
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PHYSIA▪ /1151

45)

PEDIAIRIC/AJA
PAECACAL
$OCIAL
V/OPPEI
N70G*St

DRIVE-IN LIOUOR STORE

ERAL HOME
Fulton, Kentucky
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Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

SERVICE

PSY04010G1ST
PSYCHIATRIST
eAboamon
THERAPIST •

,occursootssi

Fulton

—r
1949

.1938
ALT/ER VOELPRL
icensed Funeral
tor and Embalmer
8

Medical care for poll() patients is ceding the National Foundation for Infantile hralysis more money than ever before—
because better treatment is available today taut formerly, as the
accompanying ebart reveals. Until 1938 when the National Foundegas was formed, a physician and a nurse usually comprised
the best available rare. Today, modern polio treatment may
include 13 specialized services, provided by an entire TEAM of
professional workers. This expanded care has cost National
Foundation Chapters millions in March of Dimes funds. More
money is needed immediately to conUnne these services. Support
the POLIO EPIDEMIC EMERGENCY DRIVE to help care tor
today's polio patients Send your contribution now to POLIO,
eare of your local Post Oface.

Attention Farmers:

DfAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks

RS BURIAL A88•74.

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

AMINO

WEST STATE LINE

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

nd most modern
liable.

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

itTOR
INESS

AYCE. KY.

FREE 50 PORTRAIT

(1. W. Austin
one: Fulton, 1225-.1-1
the G.M.810. Tracks)

Mr,. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spenf,a while Sunday with Mrs.
Grissom's sister and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Vanford Smiley of
Riceville.

tO

MEN 60 YEARS OR OLDER

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks
and son of Clinton spent the
weekend with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude- Taylor and Joy,
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks, Edna
and Willie Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roberson
and little Kenneth Moore ol Clayton, Tenn., spent Sunday with
Mrs. Roberson's patents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Moore and Albert.
They also visited her grandmother, Mrs. Jocie Hicks making four
generations present.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and children returned from St.
Louts after several days visit
with a brother of Mrs. Sutton's.
Wallace Edward spent' the
weekend with Willis Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore attended the revival at Cayce Sunday morning.
Mr. Rupert is slightly improved at the Baptist Hospital • in
ioenrismhis after two major opera-

No strings attached! This is a "Get Acquainted"
offer for a LIMITED TIME only.
No Appointment Necessary.

and SEPTEMBER
CHANGED TO
FOURtH
Y, 7:30 P. M.

DENNY'S STUDIO
Phone 89

SE HALL:
FLOOR

Fulton, Ky.

(Across from the Telephone office)
6, It

1.

1,

1

1, 6,

1, 1, 6, 1, 6, 6,

.

1.

6

6, 1

A. C. Butts announcis the purchase of the interest of the late Herbert Vaughan in the firm
of Gordon, Somors and Vaughan, which will
now be known as

GORDON, SOMORS AND BUTTS
iVe are now buying

SWEET POTATOES
We also store your potatoes; all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.

Crates and Hampers available now.

McCONNELL

sirs. Edgar Gris.som, Cor.
The revival services started at
the State Line Mission Sunday
evening and will last throughout
the week, with services each evening at 7:30 p.m. Rev. H. A.
Douglas of Milan is bringing
some mighty fine messages. Rev.
Earl Baird of Cayce is the pastor.

1.

There will be preaching at the
Church of Christ Sunday at 11:00
Brothef Tune of Troy, Tennessee, will deliver the message.
The public is cordially invited.
There will be preaching at the
Baptist Church Sunday morning
at 11:00. Brother Hamblin, the
pastor,
officiate. The public
is invited to attend.
Owen Thomas Cook was bitten by a spider last week and
was seriously, ill for three days.
He is confined to his bed as a re
sult of the bite at this writing.
Master Davd Long, infant son
of Mr. and WS. William Eatl
Long of Pierce, is visiting his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Long this week.
Mrs. R. H. Moss, Sr., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moss of
Martin last week.
Mrs. Mary Cook visited Mrs.
Tom Scott last week.
Mrs. Norris Moss attended a
pink and blue shower last week
in Union City, which was given
for her sister, Mrs. Aaron Tuck.
Mr. Walter Harrington is ,
ecuperating from a poisonous Msect bite he received several
days ago.
Mrs. Jennie Jones is reported
improving.
Mrs. Ann Wilson, Mr.s L. T.
Caldwell and Miss Ann Caldwell
visited relatives in Mayfield and
Murray Sunday afternoon.
School
conunenced Monday

pRalph Rawton

CONEVIONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
Department of HighwaysNotice To Contractors
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kehtucky,
until 10:00 A. M. Central Standard Time on the 23rd day of September, 1949, at which time bids
will be publicly opened and read '
for the improvement of:
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-427
Dyersburg Road from KY. 309
to Tennessee State Line, 3.873
miles. Reconstruction and traffic bound surface.
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-361
Crutchfield Road from US. 51 to
KY. 94, 5.43 railes. Reconsttuction and traffic bound surface.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements, and necessity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
REAL ESTATE and coverng
subletting or assigning
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER the contract and the Department's regulation which prohibOffice Over City National Bank its the issuance of proposals
after
.4:30 P.M. on the day precedPhone 61
ing the opening of bids.
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
The quantities are intended to
indicate the approximate volume
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
of the proposed work. See bid
form for final computed estimates. Alternate bids on bituminous surfacing types will be received, if the Department EO
elects and includes a provision
for alternates in the bid forms.
NOTE:A P URCHASE
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY REQUESTS FOR THE
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
REASONS.
Further information, bid,1:ng
proposals, et cetera, will be
furnished upon application
to
the Frankfort Office. The right is
reserved to reject any and all
bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucicy.
September 1, 1949.

i

of Paducah was
a visitor in this community Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Taylor
and Joy were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks, Edna Virginia and Willis Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips,
Charles and' Robert spent Thursday evening with Mrs. Thelma
Grissom.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton,
Frances and Steven, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Moore and Albert, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Phillips and Rob
ert attended church at the Mission Sunday afternoon.

I morning for all children residing
in and around this vicinity. The
busses from the South Fulton
Grade and High School were well
filled on the first day.
Mr. Houston Goodjine and
family of Detroit, Mich., spent
the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Goodjine.
Mr. Jerry Thomas (Corky)
Sandford is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and - Mrs, Edgar
Sandford of near Water Valley
'this week.
Effective as of Thursday, September 15th, 1949 prayer meeting
services will be held at the
Church of ChriSt with Brother
E. W. Stovall, pastor of the Fulton Church of Christ, in charge.
These meetings will begin at 7:45
,p,m. and the public is invited to
atterlft.
Mrs. Rufus Kimberlin was able
to return to het home last week
after being hospitalized at the
Jones Clinic, Fulton for sometime.
Several from here attended the
Obion County Fair at the Tom
Stewart Airport, Union City, last
week.
• ••
(Dear Correspondent. Will you
please send us in your name so
that we can thank you generously for your nicely edited and
typewritten reports? .. the eds.)
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of
Nashville, Tenn., attended the
funeral of her mother, Mrs. Joe
Moore held Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mullins
and little daughter have returned to their home in Lexington,
Ky., Mr. Mullins is a student at
the University of Kentucky.
Pemmie Shelton of Shelbyville
Ky., was a visitor in Fulton Sunday.
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24-HOUR wREGWARG:" SERVICE
Phone 293
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HAINLINE'S
EAST STATE LINE

FULTON, KY.

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
212 Church St.

Fulton

asks you to See
the secrets that make a

NORGE 01L-BURNING
HOME HEATER
'\, yourI3EST BUY!
eg the faravontlaw
%Pk A cosettarra fining>
ine.y.-e; read how to save
Villeth• Farm Income,
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.
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• gtre--*
•70.0)01
As Low As

$69.95

insurance — Lcrans
Fulton, Kentucky

(HAS. W. BURROW
B. K. BOYD, Manager

Gordon,Somors & Bufts
Walnut Street

Fulton

Phone 1249

A Goo 060)414E014i
To make an your friends seek cat
your hospitality,serve 93 proof Bond
6 Lillardl This genial Kentucky
kivorite is instuntly appreciated!

WHY WAIT!
Those big savings
you've wanted are
HERE! Come In now—
ay). Hotpoint's 1949
latch•n and Home.
Laundry Appliances*

:TRIC

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1889" '

Fairbanks-Morse

0
KENTUCKY
WHISKEY
—A BLEND

"A Name worth Remembering"

Water Systems
• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

H. E. GRIGGS

Fulton, Ky.
TNATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65%, GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

Phone 1199-R--Fulton Hiway
Union City, Tenn.

SC. OW

FAPP4
All
CUB
Th• th., fractal. •r.I
omplwreterit e•4•161.3.1.ess

PART TIM MINIM
VICNITOJLE-4111IKIL MIMING
LANA ACRIAGI MM.%

tin ...se

Just as I was goin, home for dinner the other day, the district zone
manager from Harvester dropped in. I said, "You better come along, we're
having chicken ..."
On the way back to the store, he told me to expect a shipment of Farmall
Cubs within the next few days. This ought to cheer you up, and it doesn't
make me "mad" either!
Well, they are here now—on display. So come on in, folks, and see the
Farmall Cub! Next to a pair of pliers, it's the handiest farm tool I know. Just
right for the fellow with 40 acres, more or less ...the part-time farmer ...
the vegetable truck-crop grower ...or the big acreage farmer who needs
another tractor.
Of course, what really makes a Farman Cub useful is its full line of
quick-change implements with fingertip Farman Touch-Control. No more
sweating and swearing and aching backs!
Another thing ... when you need prompt service and parts, I'm always
here.

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEt4ENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

FULTON

PHONE
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have returwd from a visit with liam McDade, Ward Johnson.
Charles Robert Bennett. Glenn
St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell and relatives in
EdJack
and
Hall
Joe
Dunn,
$8.95
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Burgess
Mrs. W. L. Joyner, spent Tueswards.
in have returned to thetr home in
day afternoon with friends
Paducah.
Sharon, Tenn.
METHODIST W. S. C. S.
Mrs. Paul Boyd and Mrs. R. V.
GROUPS MET MONDAY
and
Vaughan
Mrs. Hubert
Putnam, Jr., will join their husMrs. Lewis Bizzle spent Tuesday bands in Hot Springs, Ark., FriGroup B of the W.S.C.S. of the
PHONE 51
afternoon in Union City shopp- day for the weekend. Dr. Put- First Methodist Church met
ing.
been
have
nam and Mr. Boyd
Monday afternoon at 2:30 in the
spending this week there. They home of Mrs. C L. Maddox with
Mrs. Frank Brady co-hostess.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by the chairman, Mrs. R. •
A. Fowlkes. Mrs. W. C. Hogg
presided over the business session after which she gave the in- ".
teresting Bible Study of six women of the Scriptures. The mee4,:„
ing closed with prayer.
During the social hour the'
hostess served lovely refreshLuxurious Black Suede,
ments to twenty members and
Soft as a Kitten
two visitors, Mrs. C. E. Hawkins
and Mils Frank Cole.
$8.95
Group. C met with Mrs. J. J.
Owens at her home in Highltinds
with Mrs. Dudley Meacham and
Mrs. Edgar Bell co-hostess.
Mrs. Hattie Wood presided over the business session. Mrs.
Sue Schoe gave the devotional
on Prayer.
Delicious refreshments were
served to 23 members.

The Woman's Page

Of Mrs. R.-E. P'16kering and Mrs.,
Elizabeth Osgood.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Mitchell
and little son, left last week for
where
Mr.
Rochester, N. Y.,
Mitchell will enter the Eastman
for
School of Music to study
has Master Degree. They have
been the guests of her mother,
Mrs. Charles Cook.
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Town Topics

ORDER YOUR*
COA L NOW

So fitting for fall .. our
new showing of styleripe, comfort-wise
Trim-Tred shoes.
Prices so usually
low... for values
so unusually
high.

FERTILIZERS

CITY COAL COMPANY

WHY THE
MISSOURI PACIFI
RAILROAD STRIKE?

Over twenty years ago, the Congress of the
United States passed the Railway Labor Act.
R was hailed by union leaders as a model
for the settlement of labor disputes.
Prat LEADERS of the Brotherhood of
1. Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood
of L000motive Firemen and Enginemen,
Order of Railway Conductors, and the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen on the
Missouri Pacific Railroad have refused to
avail themselves of the peaceful means
provided by this Act for settling their disputes. They insist that they be the sole
umpire of their own disputes over the
meaning of contracts

President Truman's Board
Condemns Strike

With all of the available methods for the
interpretation of contracts, there is no
need for a strike or even a threat of a
strike, but the leaders of these railroad
imions have ignored the ordinary procedures established by law and insist upon
imposing their own interpretations of their
contracts by means of a strike.
The wheels have stopped rolling on the
Missouri Pacific. They may stop rolling
on other railroads at any time. Recently
the Wabash Railroad was forced to discontinue operation for several days under
similar circumstances.

There is an established legal method for
handling disputes involving existing written contracts—just as there is such a
method of settling any contract dispttta
which you may have in pour daily life.
The President of the United States appointed a Fact Finding Board to investigate and adjust the Missouri Pacific dispute. This Board nmorted. in part, as
follows:
-... it ts with a deep sense of regret that we
are obliged to report the failure of our VMS.
sion. It seems inconceivable to us that a
coercive strike should occur on one of the
nation's major transportation systerrut, with
all of the losses and hardships that would
follow, in view of the fact that the Railway
Labor Act provides an orderly, efficient and
complete remedy for the fair and just settlement of the matters in dispute. Grievances of the character here under discussion
are so numerous and of such frequent occurrence on all railroads that the general adoption of the policy pursued by the organizations in this case would soon result in the
complete nullification of the Railway Labor

What are These Strikes About?

Obvioualy the railroads cannot be run

There is no Need for Strikes

Theme strikes and strike throats are not
about wage rates or hours. They result
existfrom disputes over the meaning of
a full
ing contracts. They cover claims for
or for
day's pay for less than a day's work,
payments far services performed by °these
work &ea
odes warwirdiyinid•tor the

efficiently or economically if the leaders of
the unions ignore agreements or laws.

iRsovisions of the Laustchieh
aite Disregarded
'Mere are five ways under the Railway
Labor Act to settle disputes over the meaning of contracts:
1—Decision by National Railroad Adjustment Board.
2—Decialon by System Adjustment
Board for the specific railroad3—Decision by arbitration_
4—Decision by neutral referee.
5—Decision by courts.
The Miieouri Pacific Railroad has been
and is 'entirely willing to have these disputes settled in accordance with the requirements of the Railway Labor Act.
Regardless of this fact, the unicm leaders
have shut down that railroad.

MRS. RHODES
FETES BAPTIST
CHURCH CIRCLE
Mrs. M. Rhodes was hostess to
circle number seven of the First
Baptist Church at her home on
Holman Avenue, with ten members present
The meeting was opened with
the watchword and prayer by
Mrs. Edward Pugh. The business
by
session was presided over
Airs. Clifton Hamlett and closed
with chain prayer.
Mrs. S. H. Edwards presented i
an interesting program; "Stewardship." She was assisted by
Mrs. Rhodes.- Mrs. Leon Hutchens dismissed the meeting with
prayer. Light refreshments were
served during the social hour.

Bew.itching Black Suede

$7.95

This Warm, Soft Stede
In Brown and Black

$7.95

Classic Comfort
In Soft, Black Suede.

$8.95

You'll adore this new button
Look In Brown Soft Kid
Or Black Soft Suede

$7.95

Innocent Bystande_rs Suffer
Losses and Hardships
There are about 5,000 engineers, firemen,
conductors and trainmen on the Missouri
Pacific. They are known as "operating"
employes, and are the most highly paid of
all employes on the nation's railroads, but
their strike action has resulted in the loss
of work to 22,500 other employes of the
Missouri Pacific. In addition, they have
imposed great inconvenience and hardship upon the public and the communities
served by that railroad.
The Railway Labor Act was designed
to protect the public against Mat such interruptions of commerce.
If these men will not comply with the provisions
of the law for the settlement ef such disputes,
then all thinking Ameritana mast face the oleo.
don,"What is the nest step?"

Smoky Black Suede
And Red Kid Leather

$6.95

As seen in the fashion
pages
th. &Ma oa ker.
coat farm hnane:
read how to save
the
Farm Income
yi'th
Privilege, be Rafe with the
Pretyarnsetit I Reserve. Ask
us for .thiLii!oew booklet
prepared by the leader
the field, The Fquitabli
•V.
'
Life Assurance

Atkins, Holman & Fields
!omit-lance — ',trans
Fulton, Kentucky

of

CHARM,

COSMOPOLITAN,
REDBOOK, TODAY'S
WOMAN.

•e

Another of Our Gay Patterns
In Suede or Soft Kid.

$6.95

Roberts Store
'422 Lake St..

Fulton
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Mr. Edwards. formerly of Fulten, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam W. Edwards of Fullon.

NEW
ARRIV ALS

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brady
announce the birth of a son, Herbert Glenn, born September 8, at
Haws Hospital.

DEPARTMENT

Mr. and Mrg. A. J. Brauner
of Kansas City, Mo., announce
the birth of an eight pound three
ounce baby girl, Beverly
Ann,
born
August 24, at St. Luke's
Hospital in Kansas City.
Mrs.
Brauner is the former Dorothy
Bostic, daughter of Mrs.
John
Bostic of Fulton.

mr. and

Mrs. William Henry
Edwards of Clinton are the
parents -of twin girls, Juba
Kathryn
and Rebecca Elizabeth, born
Friday
morning
September 9 at
Jones Clinic. Julia was born
at
10:37 and weighed 6 pounds,
and
Rebecca was born at 10:42
and
weighed 4 pounds and 4 ounces

.. our
stylewise
oes.
.ually
• values

The Fulton County News, Fulton.
Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Conner of
Crutchfield. announce the birth
of a 6 pound, 15 ounce baby girl
born September 9 at the Fulton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Toon are
parents of a 5 pound, 9
the
ounce baby girl born Septeml-er
10 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lattus of
Hickman announce the birth of
an eight pound, fourteen ounce
son, Garry Andrew, born September 12 at Haws Hospital.
Phone 470 for Jola Printing.

All-Types
OilimCoal-Wood
HEATERS
Stove Boards, Pipe,
Elbows, and Supplies
See Us For Your Needs!

SUrtit•

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST

PHONE 35

Services For W.Moore
Are Held In Union City

on the same ballot.
Among the first in the array of
witnesses called to the stand
were Ben Adams, Jr., election
judge; Mrs. Ben Adams, Jr., election clerk; Ben Adams, Sr., election judge and Roy Scott, election sheriff. The testimony of
these witnesses dealt in the
main with questions relating to
the residence of Walter Wilson,
Wesley Upchurch, Jessie L. Connell and John Whitson. Testimony
by these witnesses revealed that
all'four of the voters had voted
in the Madrid Bend precinct for
many years and that only w:thin the past several months had
moved to Tennessee. Wesley Upchurch, upon being brought to
the witness stand said that he
had been living in Tennessee for
about four months while his
home in Kentucky, which he
rents, was being repaired. He
said that he intends to move back
to Kentucky as soon as the repairing is completed.

Funeral services for W. W.
Moore, 56, respected citizen of
Fulton, Route 5, were held Wednesday afternoon at the First
Methodist ChurN with Rev. J. F.
McMinn and Rev. C. E. Hawkins,
pastor of the church conducting
the funeral rites. Although the
deceased had been in ill health
for sometime his death was unexpected.
Burial, with Hornbeak Funeral
Home in charge was in the East
View Cemetery, in Union City.
Mr. Moore was born near Waverly, Tenn., January 11, 1892,
the son of Tho3nas and Delphia
Sanders Moore. He was married
to Miss Myrtle McCree, January
11, 1914 and to this union one
son was born. Mr. and Mrs.
Moore made their home in Indianapolis for about 32 years, but
he retired several years ago and
came to Fulton to live. He was a
member of the First Methodist
Mrs. Rosa Moore, 53, who said
Church of Fulton and was a she had been living alone
in the
member of the Masonic Lodge. house with Ernest
Dowell for 11
He leaves his widow, Mrs. years as his housekee
per testiMyrtle Moore, one son, W. T. fied that she was told
by Charles
Moore, Indianapolis, one brother, Love that if she
voted "right"
Wherry Moore of Troy, one sis- he would get them
a school bus
ter, Mrs. Hester Bondurant of in the Bend. She
said she did
near Fulton and two grandchil- not know what he
meant by
dren.

Page

"voting right." Daniel Johnson,
a neighbor of Ernest Dowell, and
who said he could neither read
nor write, said that Dowell assisted him in marking his ballot.
Previousiy Mrs. Moore testfiied
that Mr. Dowell could neither
read nor write, and that she
ihnagd ftoor h
dioinhis reading and writAccording to the testimony. Johnson said he only wanted to vote
for two people and that was
MYatt Johnson and Hazel Bradley. Asked whether he voted for
them, he said he did not know.
Interesting development in the
ease was the contradiction by
Mrs. Chester Ward of her hitshand's testimony that he could
neither read nor writa, and that
after being sworn by the election
officers as an illerate, he said
he was permitted to be assisted
in his voting by his wife. His
wife, who testified after him said
that she did not assist him with
the ballot except to tell him
whether or not the jailer for
whom they decided to vote was
first or second on the ballot.

II

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
— See Us For —
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
,
clover, certified and uncertified; Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass.
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
20% PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

(Continue from Page one>
year old voter of the Bend to
testify as he was told or "leave
the country, 'cause nobo4 would
, like him anymore."
McKay, who voted in the AugI
use primaries for the first time
in his life told the court that he
was handed a "slip" by Ben Adams, Jr., an election . official.
The "slip," the testimony brought
out. was the ballot. McKay further told the court that when he
left the desk of the election officials he went to a window about eight feet from the desk
and marked his ballot according
to the slip, something like a
' post-card, that he said he found
, lying on the desk near the window where he voted. He said
that he asked Mr. Adams if he
was voting for "that man named
Harry" and he said he was told
to mark his ballot as indicated
on the alleged card found on the
desk. The witness said he met
Mr. White while the candidate
was "candidating" in Madrid I
Bend. On cross-examination by I
Mr. Martin, McKay said he did
not know Harry Lee Waterfield,
or Harry Poynor were candidates

LUSCIOUS CALIFORNIA

;Customers'

TOKAY GRIPES

Corner
Man) of our stores now
have express checkout
stands reserved for the use

Sweet Red Fktme Variety.
Enjoy The Sweet Juicy Goodness and
Fine Flaror Of These Big Beautiful
Grapes.

of customers with only one
or two small purchases.
Is there such a stand in
your A&P,
? be you ever

Fancy

is no express checkout in
your store would you like

Fancy
Italian

to see one installed?
We want to make your
shopping as quick and easy
as possible arid your advice

Write:

Bu.
$1.99

New York 17, N. Y.

for Livestock Needs

Sugar Cured

SMOKED PICNICS

PARKERHOUSE

$4.10

Hogs Delight 16% (Sweet

$3.45

40% Hog Supplement (Pelletts)
Pig and Sow 16/
1
2% Mash (Print Bag)
Pig and Sow 16/
1
2% (Pelletts, Print Bag)

$5.75
— $5.90
$4.15
$4.30

Call Us

We Deliver

Patterns
Kid_

Browder Milling Company
— FULTON.KY,—

No 2

46-0z. Can

Sunnyfield Enriched Plain

Lb. Jar

1-Lb. Cans

7-oz Tin

KerRreogr

Qt.s Doz.

ZinlicMCapsn
Fine Granulated

1.1b. ctn.

10 lb. bag

All Var,

Bars
Box

N° 2 Cans

Piece

12-oz

2° az. cans

Pkg.

No 2 Cans

Pkg.

LACHOY

CHINESE FOODS
Bean Sprouts No. 2 can 14c
Chop Suey veg. 12-oz can 29c
Chop Suey No. 2 can
34e

A &P Self Service

WHITE HOUSE

SWIFT'S

DASH

BEECHNUT

MILK

SHORTENING
SWIFTN ING

DOG FOOD

BABY FOOD

2

Tall Cnns

23(

1 lb can 31(31-lb can 80(

Fortified With LivCr
1-1b. cat's 2if

2

Strained
jars

Molasses Coated Popcorn

CRACKER JACK

6

Pkgs.

15'

19(

lb. bag

A & P Light Meat

PEANUTS

Phone 900

18(

11/2 lb. leaf
Iona

PLANTERS COCKTAIL

Can

BREAD

10( TOMATO JUICE
25
$1.59
'
25' FLOUR
i
59' TUNA FISH
36'
15' FRUIT
82'
21' SUGAR
92'
6 "" 19' WOODBURYS (BZ:Vietal;30 3 Reg 23'
1
7,4(
13' JAR CAPS Na""' st''
1
11' LINIT STARCH
12'
It
3
28' KREMEL DESSERTS

Sure Good

A &P

33(

(Nut Topped)
Ea. My

JARS

Icca

Salted 8-oz. Vac.

Lb. 290

NO 21/
2 Can

Suls.

Iona

SALT MEAT

Vanilla White A9
Caramel White —5
A13.1141E
1 SeAUKCEE
MARVEL WHITE

Each. W

Red Sour Pitted

Economy 18% (Pelletts Towelling Bag)

Streak-O-Lean

Fudge White
Caramel Gold

COFFEE CAKE

iv

Iona In Syrup

$3.85

Lbs.

Lb. 55(

CINNAMON
STRUESSEL

ROLLS

Economy 18% (Mash)

Red
Delicious

BACON SQUARES SLICED BACON

LAYER CAKE
APRICOTS
CHERRIES
PEANUT BUTTER
PORK & BEANS
OLEOMARGARINE
CHEWING GUM
TOMATOES
APPLE SAUCE
CORN G°°"uahtY

Lbs*

All-Good and Dawn

LB. 29t

Doz. in pkg.

• •

California
(252 Size. Doz. 33c)-

Sugar Cured

Stede
lack

Lbs.

Lg. Size)
Ea.

will help us make your AAP
store a better place to shop.
Please

s. 29c

lb

Bartlett Pears
3 us. 29c
Prune Plums
3
29c
Honey Dew Melons
45c
Sweet Yams . . 3
35c
Apples
4
29c
Oranges
49c

use it? Does it speed up
your shopping? If there

Quality Feeds

40% Hog Supplement(Mash)

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing

White, Murchison

Customer Relations Department,
AM' Food Stores
420 L,exington Avenue

button
ift Kid
uede

11 -11
IF 11 11'
It a It It It it It It11It111111
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atronize our Advertisers!

ARMOURS

ARMOURS

CHILI-CON-CARNE
With Beans, 16-oz can

32(

4

CORNED BEEF
12- oz can 48(

Chopped

29' 2 'ars 75'

ARMOURS HOT

TAMALES
10' 2

07.

can 2if

Frid
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Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks

COUNTY STUDENTS
TO VIE FOR BONDS

Zulus Play Host to U. S. Sailors

Fried Chicken

All grade and high school students in Fulton County are eligible to take part in the sixth anEssay
nual Soil Conservation
Contest which offers a total of
$2,825 in prizes.

Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE

The contest was announced
this week by Mark Ethridge, puofisher of The Courier-Journal
and The Louisville Times and
vice-president of WHAS, and A.
Threlkeld, president of the Kentucky Association of Soil Conservation District Supervisors.
The two newspapers and radio
station sponsor the contest in
cooperation with the conservation association.

Hugh Fly, Owner
Junction West Stlate Line and Union City Ht-way

CURB SERVICE

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

"Why Certainly...

'Natives In Africa give erew members et the cruiser USS Huntington
'and the destroyer LISS Douglas H. Fox a lesson in basket weaving.
,With but a short four-day sojourn In Durban. South Africa, thirty U. S.
Navy camera enthusiasts and adventurers madie tour into the interior'
to visit African tribes. Even the depths of the Dark Continent are gm
stranger to the contact of America established through the calls el
N avy Photograph')
Weald
U. s. Naval vesseks to African pods.

FULTON ROUTE 3
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Stewart Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Author Bradv
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Ocie Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones have
bought the Guy Kindred farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Strong visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams
Sunday afternoon.
A large crowd was in Dukedom Sunday night to see and
hear the Goodwin Family and
everyone enjoyed the good singing.
The word was received here
Monday morning that Ural Cupples had been in a car wreck and
is in a serious condition suffering from concussion of the brain.
We hope he soon recovers.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Jones visited Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Butler, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Irvan and Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Parrish went fishing
at Gilbertsville Dam Sunday.
Frank Parrish spent the weekend with his parents near Union
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Proft
from Illinois visited Mrs. Minnie
Croft and Dickie, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Kindred this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Reed and
son visited Mr. Frank Parrisit
Sunday night.

LATHAM

we'll be glad to hcng up so
you ccui call tEe eoctcr"
giving emergency calls the right-of-way is a mighty
fme way to cooperate with your party line neighbors.
It's the spirit that makes for friendlier, better service
all round.
Many of our customers desire different types of
senice which are not generally available now—such
as individual line or two-party line service. We have a
record of all such applications and we're working hard
to provide the cables and central office equipment
necessary to furnish the desired service as soon as
possible.

mecum

BILL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

tableware come
Your sheets, pillow cases and
pink of perthe
back from Parisian ironed to
give a clean,
fection and folded evenly to
nicely in linen
crisp apperance. They pile up
closets, too!

AND BIBLE UNION
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Cor.
School Is progressing fine under the leadership of Mrs. Mignonr. Morrison and Mrs. Laverne
Winstead. We have the largest enrollment we have had in 25
years with 58 enrolled to date.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon D. Toone
announced the arrival of a 5
pound, 6 ounce baby girl, born at
the Fulton Hospital last Saturday
morning. Mrs. Toone was the
former •Mozell Harwood of this
community. They now live in
Chicago.
The Bible Union P.-T.A. met
last Wednesday night. A membership drive was planned and
plans were made for our fair,
which will be held October 14.
Further announcements will be
made on a later date.
Mr. Royce Blackard and a
friend from Detroit visited relatives in Latham over the weekend.
Mr. Don Parker made a business trip to Michigan last week.
Mr. Horace Jones visited his
family last week. lie is working
in Chicago, Ill.

Social Security Benefits
Explained by Mr. Rucker
Many eases have come to the
attention of Jack M. Rucker,
manager of the Paducah Social
Security' Administration office of
workers failing to claim their socal security insurance payments
because of misunderstanding of
the law.
Mr. Rucker pointed out that
this misunderstanding is especially true of workers who are 65
years of age and have been laid
off and are now drawing their
unem ployment compensation
checks. "The worker is eligible to
receive both the state unemployment payments and the federal
old age insurance payments at
the same time," he said. The 65
year old worker who has been
laid off should make an immediate application for the old
age insurance payments inasmuch as payments are retroactive
for a limited time only.
The Paducah office is located
in the Post Office Building. A
representatve of that office is at
the Post Office in Fulton the second Wednesday in each month
between the hours of 10:00 and
11:00 a.m. and will be glad to assist anyone who calls at that
time.
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Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . a picture
says more than
a thousand
vi-ords!
Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Ark for it either tvay
both
trade-marks mean the tame thtng.

G]

SOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF tHE COCA-COLA COMPANY

gr

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTT'LING CO., INC.

Fulton

0 1949, The Coco•CoM CromP4mY

OPENING THIS WEEKEND FOR THE WMTER SEASON!

;PM!
,
1.

‘:‘'

DO YOU NEED
MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?
—Let--

WILSON'S GARAGE
do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-J

Fulton, By.

IT PAYS TO
PLANT DEKALB

Ordor Your 1:41Calb Corn fro-in

Laundry- & Dry Cleaners

Fulton, Hy.

Leano Myers spent the weekend with her mother and brother,
:%:rs. O. E. Myers and Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Cloys and Mary Ruth.

*From 1939 through 1948
in the DeKalb National Corn
Growing Contest on Selected
1-Acre Contest Plots.

PARISIAN

HENRY I. MEGEL CO., INC.
Fourth Street

'01

Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce,
Mr. and Mrs Les Cruce were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Pannell of Union City
Saturday night.

96.95* Bushels per acre with
DEKALB HYBRID CORN

MAWR

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

FULTON ROUTE 4

30,080 Farniers average

•it C4

Both state and district prizes
are in p.s. Savings Bonds. A
S100 bond goes to the first place
winner in the state, a $50 bona
to second place winner and $25
to the third place winner. These
three winners are also given- a
trip to Louisville, all expenses
paid, to the annual Farm Awards
Luncheon.
One hundred and six additional
district prizes of $25 each are offered to winners in qualifying
soil conservation districts, which
must submit at least 5 essays for
eligibility.
This year's subject for the essay is: "How Farmers in My
District Can Further Soil Conservation Through Pasture Improvement."
The cantest closes Januilry 1,
1950, at which time all essays
must be delivered to county
school superintendents'. No essays
received after that date will ty,
accepted.

HELP WANTED

W. T. INGRUM, Water Valley, Ky., Route 1
RAY MOSS, Fulton, Ky.
C. M. HORNSBY and SON, Hickman, Ky.

for Health—for Pleasure
NEW: 2 Regular Length Duck- Pin
Alleys now openfor your pleasure
IT'S FUN: Shuffleboard-- the table
game that has swept the Country
GET UP A PARTY
and come in anytime.
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IN
chi
BI

Open 2: p. tn. to II: p.

THE SWF BOWL
Phone 89 — Across From The Telephone Co. — Fulton, Ky.
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guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Underwood and Frances:
The "C" Section of number
one unit gave Laura Matthews a
dinner Friday at the park. Those
present were Mesdames \Mena
Veatch, Chester Byrant, Dorothy
Stephenson, Jackie Works, Jewell Buck, Louise Byrns, Leloa
McIntyre and Miss Isabelle Hale.

iteod 9pw.
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated in 1937

tr

IP"4\
4/

a

SECTION "B"
Nettie Lee Copelen
Stewards of the Local 560 appointed a committee Monday to
discuss a supper to be held at the
local hall Friday night September 23. All members and their
families or guests are invited to
come. Bring a dish or prepare
according to family or guests.
Mrs. Linda Moore gave her
father, Jim Mitchell a surprise
birthday dinner Sunday. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Outland and Donny, Mrs.
Erma Huddle and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer McClan' atid
son, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley,
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Emerson,
Mr. Jarum and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Grissom, Mr. and Mrs. 0.M.
Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Roberts, r. and Mrs. Burnice Glisson
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Webb, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Hicks and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Brigg Roberts and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Chesrter 01.vens and

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
HiCkway,

girls, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn French,
Mr. and Mrs. Usher Swatzell and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newton,
Miss Bertha Mitchell, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Work, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hicks, Rev O. A. Gardner, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Carr, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Goodwin and son,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Goodwin and
children, Mr. William Vincent,
Misses Peggy Bynum, Marelyn
Wingfield and June McClain.
Bonnie Cherry, Modean Dickerson and Sammie Douthitt spent
Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wallace and Gray spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Crittenden
of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilbur
and daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
John Wilkerson spent the weekend in Memphis.
Mrs. Nelda Matheny attended
the family reunion at Henry Conner's of Wingo Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murphy
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Clovis Lamb of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkei.son spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Duncan Alexander.
Chester and Willena do not
mind any one stocking them up
when they leave love notes like
Martha.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Harrison
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Ger:ale
Robert Weaver and James Gilbert were Friday night , supper

Good Values in

USED HEATERS
GET READY NOW—WHILE THEY LAST!
Five-Room

4C.

$39,50

Circulator
Cesensay

Four-Room

Jre

- Pin
sure
able
'try

VL

$34.50

Circulator

ISON!

r.
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Wilson Oak
2$
,
w
321..50
)

Heater
(Used Only

Hot-Blast
Heater .

$15.00

One Room Oak $4 A 7c
i &hi
Heater .
Franklin .....

$20.00

Heater

NEW COAL HEATERS
2-Eye Laundry

10-A SECTION
Nellie Williams
Opal Wray was surprised last
Thursday with a birthday dinner
at the Union Hall. Several friends
brought lunch. The "A" Section
presented her with a presto cooker as her gift.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Fuller, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Laster, Mrs. Noia
Huss, LaDatha and Jean Faller
enjoyed a fish dinner at Kentucky Lake Sunday.
Ruth Lewis, Bessie Gilbert,
Clara Williams, Louise Hutchens,
Beauton Gill, Lurlene Angel,
Alva Mae Jones, Alton Rowland,
Mavis Yates, Louise Ruddle and
Hilda Wilson
honored
011ie
Lynch, Sammie Lou Powers and
Bonnie Deweesse with a birthday dinner Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dane Hughes of
Hickman spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs Robert Workman.
Mrs. liorotny Coic was hostess
to a pink and blue shower Saturday evening at her home on AM=
the Martin highway.
The shower was for Carry.! Lee
Etheridge and the guest list included: Jean Williams, Runelta
Hopkins and Garvine Auston.
Games were enjoyed during
the evening with Mrs. Etheridge
winning the prize. She also received many lovely gifts from:
Riinelta Hopkins, Garvin Auston,
Jean Williams, Bessie Gilbert,
Janette McClure, Alceon Bazzell,
Tommie Gibson, Pat Ellegood,
Emmie Tarver, Mavis Yates, Mable Laird and Dorothy Cox.
The hostess served a delightful
ice cream course at the conclusion of the games.

Page

the past two weeks. Mrs. Jeffress
is a sister of Mary Nell Page.
In talking to Mr. Cosby who is
employed as carpenter at Siegel
City, I learned a very interesting
fact, one I am sure not many of
you know. Mr. Cosby is a licensed mipister. With his permission
I am going to pass on to you
some of the very interesting
things Mr. Cosby told me.
Mr. Cosby spent 47 years as
an employee of the G. M. & O.
railroad and it was while working on the railroad that he felt
the call to be a minister. For a
number of years he held prayer
meetings in a mission in Union City, in homes and eren
on the railroad.
Mr. Cosby preached his first
sermon at Zion, a small country church near Columbus, Ky.
Some of the other places he has
preached are: Arlington, Moscow,
Oakton and Columbus all in Kentucky. He has also preached in
Jackson, Tenn.
He is very interested in Wolf
Island where he preached for
the first time last Sunday. Wolf
Island is about three miles below Columbus and consists of about 2700 acres. There are about
34 or 40 families living there
Their only place to worship is in
a school house.

10-A SECTION
Mrs. Clifton Cheatham honored her husband with a birthday
dinner at their home on East
State Line. The guest list included
Mr. and Mrs. Carnell Wilson and
Hoyt, Mrs. Roy House and children. Mrs. William Wilson and
children, Mrs. Stanley Beadles,
Terry and Bettie, Mrs. Gladys
Allen, Mrs. Wilburn Allen, Mr.
and Mrs. James Cheatham, Peggy, Jimmy and Leslie, Mr. and
Mrs. J.W.L. Cheatham.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams attended church at Sandy Branch
Sunday and enjoyed dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Willilms
and Genice.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Williams
and Doyle Franklin visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Williams Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford of
Mayfield and Mrs. Lola Kesterson visited 'Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Armstrong Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Brown and
children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Lee at Milburn, Ky., Sun-1
day afternoon.
Mrs. Fredah Culpepper of
Water Valley wishes to announce the marriage of her daughter, Martha, to Richard Poyner, son of Mr. and yrs. Aubrey
Poyner also of Water Valley.
The marriage was solemnized in
Corinth, Miss., on August 31 by
a justice of the peace, with Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Thompson the
only attendants.

SALE
Of
Light-Weight

: For Wood, Cement
and

55 All Wool Coats
In This Group!
• GABARDINES
• COVERTS
• TWEEDS
Colors are Grey, Green, Navy,
Black, Blue. Sizes 8 to 18.

Values

to $35

LA
Values to $30

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Matter" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Seience
churches throughout the world
on Sunday, September 18, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "Tremble,
thou earth, at the presence of
the Lord, at the presence of the

God of Jacob." (Ps. 114:7).
Among the citations whidit
comprise the Lesson-Sermon
the following from the Bible':
"For the, earth shall be filled
with thes'knowledge of the glory
of the Lord, as the waters coVer
the sea." (Hab. 2:14).

with Siegler 5-way automatic furnace type oil heutc r
Before you buy
ony oil heater...
open the door
and look inside,
ONLY IN SINNER
,
WILL YOU FIND THI

'11111.111.11K
NEATIIIIIIEI
THE HEATER WffH
THE HEAT TUBESI

rrs NEW—DOTTY HAS IT:

FALL COATS

. ........
•

$15.00

Heater

MARY NELL PAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle visited Mrs. Ruddle's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Holland in Water
Valley Anday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Simon
have moved from East .State
Line to Riceville.
E. C Hawkins Jr., of Memphis
spent the weekend with his father Mr. E. C. Hawkins and sister, Mary Nell Page.
Mr..and Mrs. Barney Yates visited- Mr. and Mrs. Chester Simon Monday night:
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Butler and
Susie Mae, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Carter, Rex and James spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Barney Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
spent the weekend with his father, Mr. L. D. Alexander of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Nilistead
and Jerry spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Winstead of
Latham.
Miss Lucille Holland spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Barney Yates.
Mrs. Zearl Mallory of Detroit
is .Visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Winstead.
Mrs. Alton Jeffress has been
dismissed from Haws Hospital
where she has been a patLent for

Double the heating
surface...double the
beat forced from
every drop of oill

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
liege;
your Siegler oil
and hotdoesn dells% more
ter heat osee ttu lient than
heats;
ANY comparable sue
resardless meat of PM.
yo
.pt %mu

000” be.
*

FREE BUILT-IN
SIEGLERNATIC DRAFT
!Way menin mat lat entice.
buolt on — mama had
*gut trerrwdowly. crila
WW1 extra I

$15

ZIP-OUT COATS
New Fall Styles On nO
GU.U0111
All Wool!

FREE —TROPICAL FLOOR HEAT'
Ctrs TO rsi BOTTOM 0,

You get everything you've ever wanted
in an oil heater when you get a Siegler!
You get appearance, compactnesa fur•
woe-volume full-hone heating, k circler
lates heat off the top .,.radiator heat off
*les, front end
k Ono& heal.
thanks
ankle4tigh over the
Draft;
to die new, patented
Coin:
.. yoLi
r
kecovalud
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of male* eit
rrdIers
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vebu

•
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FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

HeaterLaullarY—*—
Rex Oak,
Small Size

AUTO RACES
25 of the Midwest's Fastest Cars
--You Asked For It!--

Concrete Floors

•

$11.50

SIX
BIG
RACES

- $16.15

Rex Oak
Large Size
Progress, HotBlast ; Large

$19.95
$41.50

Wilson ()ak
Heater

$34.50

Saturday Specials

CHILLS

(New Merchandise)

Chrome und Leather

$3.95

Fourth Street
Furniture Store
225 East 4th

Phone 164

4-10-Lap Races
1-15-Lap Race
1-25-Lap Race

•

SPILLS

THRILLS

The Biggest Show Ever to Be Held at the

SPLIT-BOTTOM STRAIGHT CHAIRS 99c
$19.95
INNERSPRING MATTRESSES
BREAKFAST CHAIRS

Phone I

11111.1 AIR CONDMONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

•

4-Eye

—erti

It's easy to make your Roors look
Ilk* new with Morbid*, the tough,
•lastic, w•ar-resistont Floor
Enamel. You'll Ilke the way I
works, the way It looks and best
of all the way it lasts. Comes in
9 durable colors, Nock and White.

$5.11 Gal.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Church St.

Phone 909

FULTON FAIR GROUNDS
Sunday, Sept. 18th---2 O'clock
3ponsored by American Legion and Young Men's Business Club

Fri(
l'agt 10
— -
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I THESE WOMEN!

The Woman's Page
enoNs

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
CHURCH CIRCLE
MEETS MONDAY
WTTH MRS. DAMRON
Circle Number Five of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the First Baptist Church met
Monday afternoon with Mrs. T.S.
Damron at her home on State
Line street.
Six membe'rs were present
with two visitors, Mrs. M. L.
Milstead and Mrs. 011ie Kalef.
Mrs. W. E. Black conducted
the business session in the absence of the chairman, Mrs. T.T.
Boaz.
An interesting program was
given by Mrs. J. W. Chenair, assisted by Mrs. John Dawes.
The Scripture readings were

ORPHEUM
M-S-1664
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Double Feature
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
MAX TERHUNE
in

LAW OF THE WEST
plus
WILLARD PARKER
EDG AR BUCHANNAN

WRECK OF
HESPERUS
SUN. - MON. - TUE.

MRS. SUNDWICK
HAS MISICALE
FRIDAY EVENING
Mrs. David Stindwick entertained with a musicale Friday
evening at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens, on the Mayfield highway in
honor of her summer studehts.
Following the musicale a picnic supper was enjoyed.

FULTON
M-S-511
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Doubler Feature

IN THE WEST

maiw.mal

1

His

first big
outdoor action picture
... and his
first i
color!

LADD•PRESTON
IikENDA

DONALD

plus

WATERFRONT AT
MIDNIGHT
Added

Cartoon

SUN. - MON.

TUES.

MARSHALL.CRISP
AMP
7FC4
"
/V/C040,Z..
with

GIRLS TO ENTER
TREVECCA COLLEGE
Misses Jo Ann Bradley, Patricia Willey and Edith Earl
Lancaster will leave for Nashville to enter Trevecca Nazarene College. Miss Bradley for
her first year, Miss Willey for
her second year and Miss Lancaster for her third year. Miss
Martha Ann Gore, who remained
in Nashville for the summer, will
also re-enter for her second year.

from Second Corinthians, eighth
and nineth chapters.
The meeting closed with prayer led by Mrs. Chenaie.
The hostess served delicious
refreshments. The next meeting
will be in the home of Mrs. Luke
Meoneyham on Arch street.

LADD's

‘

dAlessto

926

31RS. I. H. READ
HOSTESS TO CIRCLE
The East Fulton Circle met
Monday afternoon with Mrs. 1.H.
Read at her home on Jefferson
street.
Mrs. Grace Griffin, thr president, presided over the business
session and presented the program.
The meeting v,-as opened with
prayer by Mrs. 011ie Walker,
followed by an interesting article from the World Outlook,
given by Mrs. W. L. Joyner. Mrs.

WILLIAM DEMAREST

FAY HOLDEN • MURYYN VYE
FRANK FAYLEN
Ilistelsli hideter 1111. EPSTEIN
ensue ly UWE FENTON

ARE A
TEAM AGAIN .
RIGHT ON
THAT TUNEFUL,
JOYFUL,BEAM
AGAIN!

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
Double Feature

/111
Tan

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Carey Frields
spent Sunday with relatives east
of town.
Eddie Holt left Saturday for
Lexington where he will enroll

L-

I

kr

FOR MORE EGGS
jeed

EGG MASH
SWIFT AND COMPANY
East State Line

•

"I'm in here, Dear, getting the spare room ready foe
Uncle Herkimer!"
Charlie Bowers also gave an article from the Methodist Woman. Mrs. Irene Boaz gave the
Bible lesson "Woman of the Bible."
The meeting was dismissed
with prayer. There were 21 members present and one visitor, Mrs.
Herbert Vaughan.
CHRISTIAN GUILD
ENJOYS SOCIAL HOUR
The Guild of the First Chris'tian Church met Monday night
at 7:30 in the church parlor.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. Perry L. Stone
followed by the treasurer's and
secretary's report.

Mrs. J. A. Poe presided over
the business session. Mrs. T. A.
Satterfield, program chairman,
i presented Mrs. F. D. Phillips who
gave an interesting report on
• the district Guild Convention
held in Murray September 8, 9,
and 10.
The meeting was
dismissed
with the Guild benediction. During the social hour an old fashioned singing was enjoyed.
ANDY DeMYER
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Miss Andy DeMyer was hostess to the Thursday night bridge
club at her home on Fourth
street.
One guest, Miss Sarah Powers
of Washington, D C., v.-as included in the two tables of members.
Following a series of games of
contract Mrs. Joe Treas was awarded high score prize and Mrs.
Thomas Mahan second high.
At the close of the games the
hostess served gingerbread and
cider. Members playing were
Mesdames Treas, Mahan, Fred
Homra, Stanley Jones, Vyron
Mitchell, Clyde Hill, J. L. Jones,
Jr., Morgan Omar, J. A. Poe,
Clyde Williams, Jr., and Misses
Ann Godfrey and Mary Homra.

Fulton, Hy.

Does

41)

MARY ANDERSON
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Miss Mary Anderson entertained her bridge club Thursday evening at her home on Central
avenue.
Mrs. Al Fatheree of Memphis
was a visitor to the club,. Mrs.
Joe Fly was high Scorer for the
evening and Miss Lily B. Allen
won the bridge bingo prize.
A lovely sandwich plate was
served by the hostess at the conclusion, of the games. Members
attending were Mrs. Fly. Mrs.
Howard Strange, Mrs. Gerald
Rachel, Mrs. Ardell Sams and
Misses Lily B. Allen, Tommie
Nell Gates and Adolphus Latta.
UNEEDUS CIRCLE HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING
The Uneedus Circle of the
W.S.C.S. met Monday September
12 at 7:30 in the church parlor.
The meeting was opened with
the group repeating the Lord's
Prayer.
The minutes were read and approved and roll call was given
by the secretary, Mrs. Charles
Stephenson.

Loss of
Hearing
RobYou
of Success and
Happiness?
Here's new hope for the hard of hearing. Thousands have discoiered that
Beltone hearing aid restores them tO
normal business and social life ...
helps them hear clearly again without
strain. The tiny one-unit Beltooe is 90
wear. No separate battery
els/ toNo
chuigling battery wire,s.
sarpassed
for power and clarity.

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING!
Balboa Rye
Oats, Barley, Wheat .. Alfalfa
... Rye Grass... Fescue; Crimson,Ladino, Red,
Sweet Clovers; Vetch, Red Top and
Orchard Grass
WE WANT TO BUY YOUR CORN
Highest Market Prices!
We are now dealers for We Are Equipped To
Clean All Kinds Of

HANNA'S PAINTS

and oils, turpentine,
brushes

Hick your deafness latch the
mew /Mitotic Pbantocaokl.
People won't notice you
wear a bearing std. Mail
cocoon today for FREE
booklet that tells MI the
smassing facts.

MONO-PAC
Omr-Onit Nosing MA

FRESH-TESTED BA'TTERIES

We Also

All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage

GRIND AND MIX
Your (tun Feeds As

SURGE MILKING MACHINES IN STOCK
InxIall(d In Four 'lours.
METAL ROOFING, ASPHALT SHINGLES

••

GROUP ATTENDS DISTRICT
CONVEN'TION IN MURRAY
Mrs. F. D. Phillips, Mrs. Wallace Shankle, Mrs. Perry Stone,
Miss Ann Stone, Mrs. Clayburn
Peeples, Mrs. Harry Murphey,
Mrs.'Ira Little, Mrs B. G. Huff

F0R

'BEAUTY AND PROTECTI0i,!

FIELD SEEDS

No Button
in the Ear

Mrs Harold Holladay, program
leader, gave an interesting study
on "How a Man Prepares for the
Future." The first lesson in BibO. A. Roland
le Study of Women of the Scrip- Phone 4946
2031 Jefferson
ture. which delt with the SpiritPaducah. Ky.
ual life in the home was given by
Mrs. Milton Exum. Bible leader
FM BOOK - MAIL COUPON
The meeting was closed wit,
a song "In the Garden'and th,
Beltone Ilearing Service
circle benediction.
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
The hostesses, Mrs Howar -I
Please send me s•luable ERI I Booklit
Strange, Misses Mary Milner and
about DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
Pat David, served delicious re- I OVERCOME IT
freshments to 28 members. .
N•tne

PA/Nrs'
Ag B
.BARQY FiTSERALD

Friday, September 9, 1949

and Mrs. Clara Caldwell attend- in the University of Kentucky.
Miss Barbara Homra left Moned a district convention of the
Otha Linton will leave this day for St. Charles, Mo., where
Missionary Society of the First
Christihn Church held in Mur- week for Murray where he will she will enroll at Lindenwood
ray Thursday.
enroll in Murray State College. College.

Groceries — Feeds — Seeds

tirldreas
Town

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
PHONES 602-603

State

NEW low-cost HEATEliegives
MORE HEAT with LESS OIL!

HUMECROWN
--A %kW
4016111t1

r
;
'nf"m/3
"nrsOith
.
e
rare

t, ,,rutts
KURT L WELCH
(Lrect,
DAVID Md LER

Cartoon

Fr
rghitfar
04:000R,
20,

romula T Exterior Paint

and Fox News

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

11 Gal.(Covers approx. 550 Sq. Ft.)
l 5Gal

t,TVPY ILK

Contains linseed oil for a better
finish and a fungicide to control

1.0
1.

op,01

— goo [AMMON

moo

1.1410

PARKER

Comedy and Fox Nexs

In West

mildew.

1 Gal. (Covers approx. 550 sq. ft.)
5 gallons

$ 3.30
$15.65
$ 1.30

Unico Exterior trim paint, quart
Unico Implement paint—quart

$ 1.70

Unico Quick:
..Dry enamel,—quart

$ lo

Kentucky

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
442 Lake Street

$22.50

Contains 30% Iron Oxide to assure a long lasting, non-checking
and non-fading bright red color.

plus

5/MIMI!

$ 4.75

with

Power-Air Blower

Unico Super Barn Red

Ihrecial ROYD BACON
Prt•lixol n WAFER MORISCO

inintIANB LE

VUOTHERM
ROYAL HEATER

Ton tiubillyThousepoint with a
hicieh.4ercentage of Titanium
SINide . . . the pigment which
produces a better, lasting white
ond greater hiding power. Nonfading, in white and standard
house colors.

•
AmoTHER

Non-fe-:nci
•

402 31ain St.

Fulton

Phone 399

Power-Air Saves up to 25%
Here's a genuine, full-sire Duo-Therm ...
a circulating heater that's BIG in everything
but price. Just look at these features:
1. Power-Air Blower keeps more warm air
In circulation, gives uniform floor-toceiling heat. Saves up to 25% on Fuel oil
by actual test! Only Duo-Therm has it!
2. 0%10-Therm's Exclusive Burner mixes just
she right amounts of air and fuel oil for
clean, efficient heat. You get more boat
from every drop of oi//
3. A Special Waste-Stopper is built right
in! This fuel saver helps keep the heat

from flying up the flue—transfers more
heat into your home.
4. Finger Tip Control Dial gives yrm workless, dirtless heat at the turn of a dial.
You can adjust the heat to meet your
exact needs.
You get all these famous Duo-Therrn performance features witl% the Duo-Therm
RoyaL Yon get them for very Jew dollars!
Come in and see us now and solve your
beating problems for years to come. Convenient credit can be arranged to snit yotir
budget.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 !Wain St.

Fulton, Ky.

•I

Friday, September 16, 1949
er 9, 1949

so
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ST CHANCE

to bpy furniture, home furnishings, fixiures ai

PUBLIC AUCTION

Our gigantic auction sale ends Saturday; we are vacating
our building next week. HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS of
BARGAINS left for you, AT YOUR OWN PRICE. DON'T
MISS THESE LAST THREE DAYS.

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Nites at 1:30
(Open Friday from 12 noon to 4:30 p. m.; Saturday all day
from 8: a. m. straight through until end of sale)
CHARLES W. BURROW, AUCTIONEER

We Are Moving Next Week
to our temporary location on Fourth Street, across from the
Bob White Motor Company. Our store on Walnut street will
be closed to further business after this Saturday night.

•

VALUABLE FREE GIFTS
will be given at each sale. Just
get your FREE ticket as you enter the door. Nothing to buy, no
obligation!

All Sales
Cash and Final
No Returns

No Refunds

No Exchanges

NOTHING RESERVED OR HELD BACK!
EVERYTHING GOES!
BUY AT YOUR OWN PRICE. Just MAICE US AN OFFER
with the cash money and our remaining stock of merchandise
will go to the highest bidder. THOUSANDS of useful items for
the kitchen, the house, the workshop, the yard are left. Don't
miss this wonderful opportunity.
/. Kitchenware
Kitchen Cabinets
Electric Light Fixtures
Fluorescent Light Fixtures
Coffee And Occasional Tables
Dishes, Glassware, Tableware
Throw Rugs
Table Radios and Combinations
Record Players

II IN MI MI III III MI

MI III

NI II

III MI MI MEI

Household Appliances, All Kinds
Living Room Furniture
Bedroom Suites and Furniture
Paints, Enamels, Brushes and Supplies
Dining Room Suites and Furniture
Poultry and Hog Neecls
Heating and Cooking Stoves
Popular Records and Albums
Hardware; Farm and Garden Tools
Baby Furniture

MI IN III III NI MI III IN IN MI MI

IIP

MI II 111,01

NH.
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Mrs. Lucy Isbell Watson
Laid To Rest At Martin

Suggests

"*"'8

a 0.4ial

-5)

TO MOTHERS WHO (ARE!
Sure, you care about your child's feet. You
want them to grow strong and sturdy. The
hint? Come in and see why Poll-Parrots
shoes provide proper care for your child's
feet, Poll-Parrots are pre-tested, you know
by actual children like your own. And
the results of that pre-testing are built into
Poll-Parrot shoes.
-Buy

The Pref

Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon for Mrs. Lucy
Isbell Watson, beloved wifie of
H. B. Watson, who passed away
last Sunday at her home at 115
Taylor street. She was 70. Rev.'
Strickland conducted the serv- I
Clark
ces with interment in
Cemetery in Martin.
Mrs. Watson was born in
Graves County, July 16, 1879.
She waS married to H. B. Watson
in 1911. Besides her husbanO,
she is survived by two daughters, Pauline Watson of Fulton
and Mrs. Frances Woodard of
Tracy, Calif, two sisters, Mrs.
Jewell Stinnett of Fulton, Mrs.
Maggie Rayden, Wingo; two
brothers, Charles Gore of Mayfield, Everett Gore of Carbondale, Ill.
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SHOES FOR

In Stock! AA to C Widths

$1.98 TO $5.95
According to Size and Style

School days are here! Come in
today for these pre-tested girls'
school shoes.

PEACHES

Botmcy as a breeze . .. sharp as
a whistle . . tilers our goodlookin g new crepe-sole rnocasin.

iteti_mo JUKE

CoPY,,9" 1949 The Kroger Co

SALE

KROGER
PRESERVES

A REALLY big value RYTEX
double check printed staticmery on sale during September
and double the usual quantity
at usual price. Also informals
on sale during September
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE.

This
Poll-Parrot
Archmaker
helps good posture today and
good foot health tomorrow for
yoinig girls or boys.

FOR SALE: 1 used table-style
Pefection oil stove. Exchange
Another popular style for schoolCompany,
20 7
Furniture
age girls. Pre-tested for wear,
Church street
for fit and for style.
FOR SALE: 1934 Oldsmobile
coupe good condition. $200 cash.
Phone 470. Fulton, Ky.
WANTED TO BUY: Small used
heaters; used sewing machine;
Darused pianos; furniture.
nell Furniture Company. 108
Paschall street. Phone 1395.

This good-looking, superb-fitting
boys' shoe goes to the head of
the class! Oxford or high top.

STRAWBERRY

FOR SALE: Bean Hay. Glenn I
Springer, Grill Cafe. Phone 3,
Fulton, Kentucky.

PEACH
elaiRPIERRif

MACKEREL

See The New
Youngsters'
high-tep
anklehealth shoe, available either in
plain or moccasin toe.

$2.98 TO $5.95
According to Size and Style

Chrysler and Plymouth now on
display at the King Motor Co.
We have for sale the following:

Used Cars
reconditioned and guaranteed:
$50;
'29 Model A Tudor
$175
'35 Chevrolet 4-dr.
$275
'37 Dodge Two-door
Pre-tested by real boys and girls '38 Dodge 4-door
$395
. .. for wear, style and fit. Bring
(reconditionedyour youngsters in, today!
'46 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetmaster.
$1095
radio and heater
'47 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetline:
$1195
radio and heater
'47 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetmaster
radio and heater
$1195
USED
SEE THESE
GOOD
CARS before you buy.

Roberts Rore
422 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

KING MOTOR CO.
111 Carr Street

‘c.

Phone 1267

35'
19'
29'

16-oz. Jar /

3-Lb. Can

65'

2

PORK AND BEANS

25-Lb. Bag

Firm White--8-1b. Ctn.$1.39

Fryers
•

Plain or Self-Rising

$1.95
68,

4-LB. Ctn.

PURE LARD

46-oz. can

43

No. I Can

45'
18,.•

No. 300 Can

13'

School Day Green and White

Swift's Shortening

KROIJER FLOUR

11'

No. I Can

No. 303 Can

LIMA BEANS
JEWEL

lb oz. Can

Standard

Akt.

lb59c

1949 Farrn
Fresh

Buy Your Favorite Pieces--Cut-up
NECKS LB. 19c
WINGS LB. 55e
BREASTS LB. 9fic
GIZZARDS LB. 39e
BACKS LB. 290
LEGS LB. 85c
Michigolden Oven-Ready

2-Lb. Loaf

61E4 FOOD

Plus Dep.

Case

eries
Fa
isirfb
1-Lb. Can

FOOD

66

1-Lb. Bag

BEANS

aid Grated

U. S. Graded Good or Choice

89'

LB. 39'

BRISKET 0' BEEF

19'

U. S. Graded Good or Choice

CHUCK ROAST

LB. 59'

RiAST

LI. 59;

15'

No. '2 Can

25'

2-Lb. Jar

39'

ima-DRESSING

LB. 59'

DUCKLINGS

19'

Great Northern

iraiiinAT'IT LB. 19!
I &Pm

Puts a tasty golden
crust on fried chicken,
fish...all fried foods.

sunshine

LB. 49'

liisLESS FRANKS

DIXIE FRY

WHITING """`"

LB. 11%'

Lge.

HI HO CRACKERS 30'
Always in Stock/

, /

Kroger Hot-Dated
Roaster Fresh

i1
Ironer
)
4C.RoGER

CORN FLAKES
OZ. PKG.

on

TWO LOOVPS

KROGER

BREAD

COFFEE

42c 2L20°A-7,...21‘,"

3-LB. BAG

Friendliness is a commodity
found in all Kroger stores. It's
an item that is never out of
stock and never out of season.
Kroger employees everywhere
know that a friendly smile and
a cheerful vrord make your shopping and their jobs more pleas-.
ant. We like to think of "Kroger"
as another word for "friendlipease` '

Save 5 to

SPOT LIGHT

ii3Labi

AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaranteed. Fulton Paint and Glass
Co. Phone 909.

Bring your young man in today
to try on this pre-tested school
oxford. Nationally advertised.
CALL ELIZABETH WARD, 1167
for Christmas Cards, plain or
imprinted, everyday Christmas
wrapping, and greeting cards.
I do embroidery.

11'

1

16-oz. Jar

QUALITY APPLES FOR SALE:
Paducah, Fall Beauty and Jonathan; other varieties later
and through the season. Letcher A. Watkins, Crutchfield,
Ky.

FOR SALE: Seven registered
pointer bird dog pups. Papers
to be furnished. See Barney
Speight. Phone 1220-J-1.

No 2 Can

eT AdisiliiiiiiikPOelik AND BEANS

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our offtee;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

A perennial for the pie4a
crowd! The little ladies love this FOR SALE: Stove wood sla&
doll-like dantiness and pert-styland sawdust. Phone 33.
Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.
ing.

31'

2

GREEN BEANS

with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
Each Succeeding Insertion 1:'2..c
per word.

GUERNSY PROMOTIONAL Salg
at Calvert City, Ky., September 20th at 12:30 p.m., 40 head,
all registered, including cows,
bred heifers, open heifers and
bulls. Sale to be in building across from theatre. For catalogue, sec or write RAY HALL,
Calvert City, Ky.

No. 2/
1
2 Cau

Standard Cut

BUY-SELL-HIRE-RENT

ATTENTION Farmers and Lumberman. We are now in the
market for several thousand
Fair weather or foul, your chilall white Split Hickory Handle
dren will have no footwea: probBlanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
lems with this dependable shoe.
inches long by 2 inches square.
For girls.
See us now for grades and ,
prices. Will also buy all whitel
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clin-;
ton Hickory Handle Blank Div. I
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co.,
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
.Leo Wheatley, manager.

15'

Stokely Sliced or Halves

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR RENT: A building located
in Sedalia, Ky. 32 ft. x 70 ft.;
suitable for cafe or grocery.
Also, a livestock farm with 12
acres of tobacco base. Farm on
paved highway, school and
milk routes. See Connie Dyer,
Sedalia, Ky.

No. 2 Can

APPLE SAUCE

16-oz. Jar

BOYS AND GIRLS

7141441-;

Kroger-Made From Choice Apples

$1.21

__STEWART'S
POTATO CHIPS
5 1-4-0z.
Cello
Bag

29c

10-0Z. BAG

Twisted Dough For
Finer Texture

49'

GRAPES lb. 10c

NEW IMPROV
Recently comple
ments at the Orpl
include nei.v proj,
equipment, new
stage curtains, lighl
Manager Gore ann;

1949(OTTO?
PROGRAM 0

Mr. R. C. Wilson
man, Mr. W. L. lir
Program Operation
Yonts of the Mar
Section, and Mr. K
an, fieldman, all fr
Production and Mt
ministration, Lexii
were in Fulton Cot
September 19 to ex;
ton Seed Loan Prog
er cotton growing
the State were lnvii
attending were: Hi,
isle, Ballard, Gray
shall Counties, aloi
eral local cotton fa
Mr. Rouse broug
points of the Progr
ton seed is suppor
per ton. To be eligib
the first provision i
must have adequate
facilities to fully pri
&dm all seed hazarc
the life of the loan
seed must not conta
11 percent moist;
Moisture content ti
made in the local Ai
fire. For further
contact your local
Office.

Mrs. Sundwicl
Be Soloist Herc

Margaret Stephei
violinist, will be t
soloist with the Unio
ensemble when it r
itial appearance heri
ton Woman's Club
wa.s announced thiA
Mrs. Sundwick, z
will play Kreslee!
frain," Bohm-s "Pi
tion" and the Gyps:
Guitars" as her nun
In addition, the
semble will play
movement '‘Serenad,
groups of Victor He
ies.

WANTED: SAVI
AND WOOD S

Top Quality Red Tokays

CABBAGE, 50-lb bagi1.79

lb. 5c

Top Quality Colorado Green

Apples
Winesap
39,112
5
LB. MESH BAG

Something new II
to winter sports al
and we hope it "cli
fans: bowling.
Marvin Denny,
the "Shufl-bowl las
to his photo studio
the telephone offic
stalled a couple of
alley and they loo
just in case some o
arms think you hal
a big heavy ball d(
in order to really b;
would like to point ;
is just as much oi
with the lighter du
and it is just as
league play.
Denny is hoping
too) that he can
business men's lei
ladies' league for
Teams consist of
and three games (
2 hours) constitute
play. Eight teams
league, and one nig
all you bowl in th
How about it, yo
This is also a fine
game for non-activ(
and women. If you ;
ad can get together
Denny.

Lb. Peek Kraft Bag 59(

FULL BUSHEL

t4 an
I 277

The Pierce-Cequ
Company of Fulton,
following classified
News last week, r(
they sold out of sz
wood slabs, and coil]
more if they had mc

FOR SALE: Stove
and sawdust. Phor
Pierce-Cequin Lun

If YOU have slot
slabs, cows, calves, st
er things around, wl
vert them into cash
a buyer? An inexper
fied ad .in the NEW;
read by some eight th
ple in the Fulton trk
in Fulton.
Come in, today!

